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OBITUARY EDUCATION: Higher Education passed 

away recently, after several years of increasing 
illness, and extreme sickness In the past few weeks, 
The rouse of death is cited as the result of Prei 
Richard Hatfield s reluctance to give a working capital 
to high education institutions. The death Ihroos of the 
institutions were increased by his further refusal 
meet with those who wished to alleviate the Hoad:
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2 — the brunswickan TO DAVE: Once there was a boy 
named Dave who said to Dawn, 
"I'll be your slave. I love the whips, 
and I love the chains, But most of

WANTED: 2 or 3 girls to share a 
furnished bungalow on Forest Hill 
Rood. Available from May 1st to 
Sept 1st. Please call 454-5912 for 
further details.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY : to the Greatest 
Navigator in the world. The Driver. 
WANTED TO BUY: furniture - 
looking for a kitchen table and 4 
chairs: 1 chesterfield: 1 armchair: 
2 lamps: 1 double bed: 1 dresser 
drawer: 1 book case and desk. I 
fyou have any of these items for 
sale please call 454-9252 after 5. 
We need furniture desperately. 
FOR RENT : double room with own 
kitchen and bathroom available 
for rent from May 1 - Aug. 31. 
Third house from campus. Parking 
and laundry facilities. Call 
455-2415 after 5.
MACKENZIE DISCO: Saturday, 
March 25 from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Admission .50.
WANTED: A good home for an 
unemployed weevil paper trained, 
good condition, 50 cents or next 
best offer. All interested talk to 
"The Squint".
WANTED: An experienced typist 
to type a thesis, phone 454-2265. 
WANTED: A good home for a 3 
month old male kitten 
Phone: 454-2265.

FOR SALE. Yamaha RD 350, 1974 
Excellent condition, helmet includ
ed $450.00 Phone 454-2265. 
ALEXANDRA: nice knowing you 

Goodbye, os the saying tells, life 
must go on. See ya' round kiddo. 
Love, Dad.

ORIENTATION MEETING: Thurs
day, March 30 in the Beorpit 
(Tilley 303) Starts at 9:00 p.m. 
bring a pencil and a friend. It's not 
too late to join up. Uncle Tom 
needs you !

MARCH 24, 1978

Classifieds all I love the pain. So whip me girl 
with all your might. My head could 
go for such delight." But she said, 
"No, you know I'm tight." So Dave 
had to masturbate throughout the 
night. Love, Desi.
TO SUBLET: two bedroom opt 295

the
brunswickon_

THANKS: There are two nice 
ladies that live over on

WUSC MEETING: Monday March 
27, 7:30 p.m. Tilley Hall rm. 48 
Everyone welcome.
WANTED: If anyone is driving to 
Montreal or Toronto anytime in 
April and could take up some 
boxes of stuff, I'd be willing to 
help pay gas. I am moving April 24 
and would like someone to help 
get my belongs to Cabbagetown, 
TO, or Point Claire, Quebec. 
Please call 455-2110 for more 
information.
WANTED: someone going to 
Edmunston by car to tow a car 
back to Fredericton. Will cover 
expenses. For further information 
contact Louis or Marie at 
455 2505.
FOR SALE: Am moving west in 
April and wish to sell the following 
furniture which I've accumulated 
over the past 6 years. Call 
455-21 10 if you'd like to buy any 
or all of the furniture etc. to be 
picked up on April 23, 1978. Great 
for furnishing a new apartment! 
20 assorted plants: 2 wooden 
chairs; 6' x 3' pine bookcase: 4 
lamps: 3 wooden tables: stereo 
table:
bookcase: kettle: toaster; various 
pointings and prints; various pots 
and pons and utensils.

young
Graham Ave. my sincere apprecia
tion and graditude goes out to 
them for looking after my hot, University Ave (across from 
when it was lost. Chris. Scholtens) from May 1 to Aug 31 If

interested please contact Mary 
Lou Dooly 455-9091 or Gail 
Paterson 455-9192.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Sarah Ingersoll

FOR RENT : Apartment at 602 
Graham Ave. available middle 
April or May 1st Call: 455-5244

MANAGING EDITOR 
Sarah Ingersoll

WANTING TO SHARE spacious 
furnished apartment with female 
during summer months downtown 
Fredericfonr close to shopping 
mall. Telephone and free parking 
included. See Diane at 220

NEWS EDITOR 
SheenaghMurphvTHANKS goes out to Gory Wood 

for finding and returning my 
wallet. Gizz.
FOR SALE: Realistic 8-track 
cartridge recorder/playback deck.
1 1/2 years old. Retail value $215. Carleton St. Apt , 3 or phone

454-1167.
FOR SALE: 1 pair of Italian made 

WAMTcn Technica climbing boots 3/4
1969 Chevrolet Impala shank, Norwegian welt - European 

Custom in good condition. Phone 
Dave at 455-5785.

ASST NEWS EDITOR 
Rick Fowler

SPORTSEDITOR 
Tom Bestselling for $ 150 or closest bid, coll 

Bruce at 453-4920.
PHOTO EDITOR 

JackTrifts
size 9 (north American size 9 1/2- 
10) excellent condition $65.00 
phone Art 455-3704.

OFFSET EDI TOR 
Tim GormanWANTED: to rent o furnished or

partially furnished bachelor or 1 
bedroom apartment within walk- FOR SALE: Two Di Marzio "PAF" 
ing distance of the university from electric-guitar picks, $30 each. 
May 1 to Sept 1 1978 Call Lynne at Call 455-8276.
455 5403 after 5 p.m. SPEAKER: Education Society pres-
TO SUBLET: from May 1st - August ents Richard Needham, who will 
31st Partially furnished (all but 
dishes and linen) Graham Ave 
(two bedroom) 455-4093.

INSIDEEDITOR 
John Hello

FEATURES EDITORS 
Kay Moreland 
Gary Cornishtalk on "A New Outlook on 

Education" at Marshall D'Avray 
Hall, Rm. 143: 7:30 p.m. Mon. Mar. 
27 1978 A silver donation will be

ADVERTIS ING MANAGERS 
Jim McDonald 
Harold Doherty

double bed; 2 x 2
GAY? For information on what is 
going on at UNB write P.O. Box 
442 Fredericton, N.B.

taken.
AD HOC PLAYERS present 3 

iy one-act plays 8:15 p.m. Nash- 
; waaksis Junior High School. March 
5 29th and 30th.
5 TO SUBLET: from 1 May to 31 

i August. Two bedroom furnished
■ apartment on Graham Ave. $230.
■ per month. Phone 454-5975.

ADDESIGN&LAYOUT 
Dyan LeClec

Ml

BUSINESSMAN AGER 
Raymond Gagnt:

dI

TYPESETTER 
Kathy Wfestman

A Week of Study and 
Fellowship April 2nd - 9th, 1978

with Canon Harry Robinson 
Rev. Dick Williams

CHRIST CHURCH (PARISH) CHURCH 
Comer of Charlotte &. Westmorland

FRIDAY March 31 8,15 p m.
<ev. Dick Williams meets with Inter-varsity Christian 

Fellowship,Room 304 Toole Hall 
SUNDAY April 2
MONDAY-FRIDAY April 3-7 =
7,30 a.m. Informal Bible talks In the church lounge E 
12,35 Noon.Brown Bag Lunch Bible talksln the lounges 
7,30 p.m. Evening Focus 7 Service 
SUNDAY April 9 11.00 a.m.
» mu, Morning Prayer, Closing Focus 7 Address 8 L-

i STAFF THIS WEEKSPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT I John Hamilton 
Gerry Laskey 
Allan Patrick

Kathryn Wakeling 
Peter Archibald 
Jan Trifts Malcolm Brewer James Brock 

Matthew Penny jean-Louis Tremblay 
Marc Pepin 
Ann Langereis 
Jon Lees
Charlie Dionne Woweru Kariuki

IA brand new shipment of 
UNB leather jackets has just arrived, 
in all sizes. This is your chance to 
pick one up while stock is available. 
So come now to:

i>
Judy KavanaghI I

1 I
I

i SPORTS STAFF
I, 7,00 p.m. Focus 7 Service
IMen's 6 Boys' 

Shop Ltd.GAIETY Robert MacMillan 
Dan LevertI

I"For Those Who Prefer Quality and Personalized Service" 
IN MEN'S and BOY'S CLOTHING:

: !
546 Queen St. Next to Theatre i THE BRUNSWICKAN - in its 

112th year of publicafion is 
Canada's oldest official stu
dent publication. THE BRUNS
WICKAN is published weekly 
on the Fredericton campus of 
the University of New 
Brunswick by the UNB Student 
Union (Inc.). THE BRUNSWICK
AN office is located at Room 
35, Student Union Building, 
College Hill, Fredericton, New 
Brunswick. Printed at Henley 
Publishing Limited, Wood- 

stock, New Brunswick. 
Subscriptions $5.00 per year. 
Postage paid in cash at the 
third class rate, permit no. 7.

Local advertising 
rotes avoilqble at 453-4983.
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Fredericton, | N.B.
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Campus food service changes hands
seconds) and supper (no seconds). 
If the students wished more then 
they would hove to pay cosh for 
further helpings, but their overall 
food budget would be less.

O’Sullivan also said that Beaver 
has said it will be hiring students. 
The contracts are proffered on a 
three year basis.

Mr. Ron Newton, New Bruns
wick manager of Beaver was 
unable for comment at press time, 
but please see next week's Bruns 
for more information.

restraints. He said that while 
indeed this manouver saved 
money, the university realized 
that many students were unhappy 
with the arrangement. Thus, when 
the tenders went out it was in the 
contract that the steak night 
would revert to its previous 
arrangement.

O'Sullivan said that one idea 
which Beaver was exploring was 
the introduction of a light eaters 
special. This would involve a 
continental breakfast, lunch (no

sity committees checked into expire until August 15, after which 
Beaver by personal tasting, as he expects there will be

University of New Brunswick well as talking to students at the organizational changes, 
students will be eating different different university and the people 
food next year as a result of a 
successful bid on the part of 
Beaver Foods Ltd.

Present food contractors, Saga 
Foods hove been v/th UNB for the 
past 6 or 7 years.

Some time ago, the University of 
New Brunswick went to tender 
concerning the food contract for 
the UNB campus. Three food 
companies offered for the entire 
package which included contracts 
for the residences, cash outlays 
(the Student Union Building)
Vending machines and conces
sions such as the Aitken Centre 
according to Vice President James 
O'Sullivan. They are Saga, Domco, 
and Beaver.

O'Sullivan said that the Beaver 
bid was successful because of the 
lower price offered by the 
company. He said that he 
personally (and he does not 
believe the university) is in any 
way disatisfied with present food 
contractors Saga Foods Ltd. but 
Beaver's estimate was consider
ably lower than either Domco's or 
Saga's.

He said that price was not the 
only factor, but that the service 
and quality were also considered.
He said that representatives from 
a committee formed to consider 
the food contracts were sent to 
Dalhousie, Memorial and other 
universities which presently have 
Beaver" as their contractor.

He said that Beaver was one of 
the largest food contractors . he 
knew of, serving hospitals and 
high schools around New Bruns
wick. Saga is the largest and 
probably serves more universities 
than any other contractor.

O'Sullivan said that the univer-

By SHEENAGH MURPHY

>wickan_
He said while he cannot speak 

who were sent to submit the bid. for Beaver, he does know that
next year Steak Night in the 
residences will return to once a 
week on a convenient night for 
most students. This year the 
university changed the tradition to 
once every two weeks on a less 
popular night, (i.e. when not as 

O'Sullivan said that the univer- many people would take advent 
sitv contract with Saqa does not a9e °f if) due to financial

Domco, Saga and Beaver were 
the three contractors which 
offered bids on the complete food 
packet. although Versa and 
Stickles both showed interest in 
the vending contract.

TOR IN-CHIEF 
arah Ingersoll

AGING EDITOR 
irah Ingersoll

EWS EDITOR 
enagh Murphy

NEWS EDITOR 
Rick Fowler

Residence fees up for 1978-79ORTSEDITOR 
Tom Best

By RICK FOWLER«TO EDITOR 
JackTrifts

It will cost $50.00 more to live in residence next yeor, and there 
is a strong possibility that tuition will go up. News of the increase 
in residence costs was released March 22nd, one day after the 
Board of Governor's meeting which was to hove seen the decision 
on both residence and tuition fees. However, no decision was 
made on possible tuition increases, but the B.O.G. will meet again 
in May.

UNB President Dr. John Ander- make up for the lack of an 
son explained that no decision increase in room charges, there 
was made on a tuition increase, will be a cutback in maid service 
because all the necessary informa- and in the amount of maintenance 
tion was not in yet.

Dr. Anderson said that main though not enough to "hurt their 
piece of information not known appearance", according to Presi- 
yet was the amount of the dent Anderson, 
non-space and Alterations and
renovation grant. This is an residence costs and the possible 
important part of the operating tuition raise would drive away 
capital for the university. Dr. prospective students, Dr. Ander- 
Anderson feels that the amount of son stated thqt while the increases 
the grant should be known in two in residences and the "strongly 
to three weeks, but that the public possible" tuition raises would m 
would have to wait until after the possibly chase off some new 
next Board of Governors meeting students, those already here

would find that UNB prices will
Dr. Anderson said that the $50 still be competitive, 

increase in residence fees was not 
for the rooms themselves, but 
rather to 'cover food costs. To family background would make the provincial government. Ander-

FSETEDITOR 
Tim Gorman

SIDE EDITOR 
John Hello . ' V»" •

%TU RES EDITORS 
<ay Moreland 
Gary Cornish

TISING MANAGERS 
lim McDonald 
Harold Doherty carried on in the residences,

ESIGN&LAYOUT 
Cyan LeClec

When asked if the increase in .4il NESS MANAGER 
Raymond Gagne

«■VX-s
TYPESETTER 
Kathy Wtesfman Dr. John Ander son announced Wednesday fees will lake a rise 

the upcoming year

the cost simply unaffordable.
President Anderson also ex- efforts of Steven Berube, UNB SRC 

pressed discontent with the 6.7 president, and Susan Shalalo, VP
external of the SRC to solicit a

said he fully supports theTAFF THIS WEEK son

May 17th to know.,n Kathryn Wakeling 
I Peter Archibald 

Jan Trifts 
James Brock 

iny Jean-Louis Tremblay 
js Judy Kavanagh

on

l Dr. Anderson expressed his percent increase in operating 
concern for those students whose costs granted to the University by

wer greater increase in operating 
grants. Continued on page 4

ne Waweru Kariuki 1Student immigration policy changes
!i *1 B□RTS STAFF affect all foreign students and that 

the best thing to do is to contact 
the Immigration Center in King's 
Place. He says that every case will 
be different. Some students will 
need visas and medicals, some 
just medicals and some neither.

Mecheau says that the new 
regulations will be "tighter" and 
that it is aimed at keeping people 
out of Canada who do not intend 
to study in Canada and return to 
their own countries upon gradua
tion. The change will affect 
American citizens the most. They 
will be able to obtain their visas at 
any Canadian consulate in the U.S.

Mecheau maintains that stu
dents will now have to go through 
their own governments to come to 
school in Canada. He says that this 
is a good measure because now 
students won't be coming without 
proper funds to support them
selves in their year in Canada. 
One of the requirements is to 
prove to the immigration authori
ties that they have sufficient funds 
to last the year or that they have a 
job along with their University 
acceptance form.

The new Immigration act was 
passed last summer and will go 
into effect on the 10th of April. 
Mecheau thinks that it is a good 
policy for various reasons. He 
contends that the old Immigration 
Act dates back to 1952 and is out 
of date. He also thinks that the 
new Act will do a good job of 
countermanding the students who 
are not here for educational 
purposes. It is there to keep out 
those who do not intend to go 
home.

By JON LEES Itstudent visas while in the country. 
The new regulations dictates that 
foreign students that are studying 
on the trimester system, all year 
around, do not have to get the 
new visa. They may, however, 
have to under go a medical.

Students who will be entering 
University for the first time or 
those who will be returning home 
for the holidays will have to obtain 
the new visa. Requirements for 
the visa have not changed much. 
The only differences are that the 
visas will be obtained from the 
Canadian consulates in the 
student's country and medicals 
vill be required for students 
coming from certain countries. 
; echeau says that this will not

:
The Immigration policy for 

foreign students attending Cana
dian Universities will be changed 
as of April 10th 1978. According 
to the Director of Immigration in 
Fredericton, Darrel Mecheau, 
foreigners come into Canada and 
try to stay as long as possible. He 
says they come in as tourists, and 
change their visas to work and
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study permits. They change back 
and forth as long as they can with 
no intention of completing their 
education or returning to their 
countries of origin.

Serious students, before this 
legislation, would enter
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Higher education dead)
Here we have Old Santa Goldberg handing out the goodies!

By SHEENAGH MURPHY

A funeral will be taking place on Thursday, March 30 at 12 noon 
at St. Thomas University. The deceased? Higher Education.

STU plans to hold a mock funeral of higher education as it's 
show of concern over escalating tuition and other increases in 
secondary education.

A spokesperson for the committee organizing the Funeral, 
David LeBlanc said there will be a general meeting of the students 
at noon of that day. He said there will be a coffin, pallbearers and 
other trappings of a funeral.

The decision to hold the funeral was ratified by the STU student 
representative council recently.

LeBlanc appeared optimistic about what the protest would 
He felt that it would show people that students could and

Mecheau maintains that he has 
had "no real problems" with 
Foreign students and that he 
works closely with Doreen Kissik 
the Foreign student advisor on 
campus.

Doreen Kissick says that the 
Foreign students and herself find 
the new requirements confusing. 
She says that there could be a 
problem for those students going 
home for the summer but she 
doesn't foresee too many difficul
ties. Now that everything will be 
handled in their country she says 
things will be a lot simpler than 
having visas changed at the

border. Kissick is happy that those 
who are staying through the 
summers on the Trimetric system 
don't have to have changes in 
their visas. Kissick thinks that "in 
the long run it is a little bit better 
as far as students are concerned. 
She says that there will be more 
red-tape involved but likes the 
idea of proof of financing to make 
sure the student doesn't run out ol 
money. Kissick feels that this wil 
restict the number of students 
coming into the country in that it is 
tightened up at the border for 
those who come in as visitors and 
then change to students.

ISWICKAN, for legal 
will not print any 

the editor if they are 
>erly signed. THE 
CKAN will, however, 

any names upon

mean.
would not pay any more money for their education. "Hatfield 
stabbed higher education when he gave us a 6.6 per cent increase 
over last years operating grant (only) and when he wouldn't listen 
to the people who wished to change it he killed it", said Le Blanc.
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‘Literary Crisis’ a reality today
St. Thomas, is what con be done 
about it.

By ROGDER DOI 
The Argo 

Ml. Allisoi

St. Thomas University's Aca
demic Senate has given unani
mous approval to p plan aimed at 
correcting problems associated 
with language competency among 
students attending the four year 
liberal arts school. The plan was 
presented to the March 14 
meeting of Senate. The target date 
for implementation is September, 
1979.

"Literacy Crisis" is a topic which 
has drawn considerable public 
attention recently. Studies con
ducted across Canada and the 
United States indicate that large 
numbers of students enter our

Under the plan faculty members 
from each University department 
would devote port of their time to 
teaching an introductory writing ' ’ 
course which would be required of 
freshmen who need to improve 
their writing skills. It also provides 
that a full time co-ordinator be 
hired to co-ordinate the course 
and oversee remedial programs 
and testing. The Committee 
suggested that the University 
explore the possibility of outside 
funding for the program and that 
an ad hoc committee be struck to 
establish liaison with universities 
and with the provincial Depart
ment of Education on matters of 
language competence.

bv Brenda Johnston
SUMMER IS COMING; SPRING IS HERE . . . 

believe me. Having just purchased new white puddle 
boots, I am quite distraught to find little white 
fluffies racing down to cover the welcome, though 
perhaps not colourful, patches of grey sidewalk. In 
an effort to dispose of my fit of depression I shall 
attempt to ignore the weather and pretend that I am 
leaving for Fort Lauderdale tomorrow. Actually I am 
not leaving until April 29 but that is irrelevant. By 
the way there are approximately ten seats 
remaining so it is not too late to book. (Two weeks 
Fort Lauderdale from Fredericton $339.00)

SUMMER JOBS is a* topic on most people's minds 
» at this time of year and though it might be a little late 

! I do have two books supplied to me by the SRC which 
: have some helpful information on jobs overseas.
; These are “The Directory of Jobs and Careers 
; Abroad" and “The Directory of Overseas Summer 
; Jobs". I can loan them to you on a 24 hour basis so if 
; you would like to know more about jobs overseas just 
; drop in. There is information on waitress work, hotel 

jobs, Club Med hosts, and Red Cross as well as 
I several other opportunities. It is not too early to 

1 start planning for next year.
Last week I discussed the CHARTER CLASS 

X FARES to London so this week I will tell you of the 
X CHARTER CLASS FARES that exist in Canada. Due 
“ to the devaluation of the Canadian dollar some 
;; travellers are considering a Canadian holiday this 

; summer. If you plan on travelling out west and will 
X be staying at least seven days and no more than 

thirty and if you book at least 45 days in advance you 
X can save a substantial amount of money. Example 
1! Regular Return Fares Special Charter Class Fare 
X Fredericton to 
X Clagary $402.00 
X Edmonton $402.00 
X Vancouver $464.00 
X Victoria $470.00 
X Please note that each of these airfares go up April 1 
X but you do not have to pay the increase if you 
X purchase your ticket before April 1. This is a new 
X rule that was NOT in effect before. To avoid 
X disappointment always book these special fares at 

• least two months in advance; only a certain number 
X of seats are alloted on each flight for special fare 
X paying passengers and sometimes that means only 
X ten, so book early.

; A special reminder to all you lucky people booked 
X to go to Fort Lauderdale April 29. Final payment is 
; ; due by April 1, which really means March 31 due to 

; the fact that April 1 is Saturday. Due to the increase
■ ■ in airfares you would have to pay the increase if you
■ ■ do not pay until after April 1. See me if you have any
X questions.......... ....................... i n n n 11111

St. Thomas University began to 
investigate seriously the problem 
in October, 1976, when the 
University's Academic Senate 
created the Language Compel 
ence Committee. Earlier this 
week, after months of research, 
Committee Chairperson, Dr. Rus
sell Hunt of STU's English 
Department, presented the Com
mittee's report to Senate. The 
findings were not surprising; St. 
Thomas University, like other 
universities across North America, 
is faced with a sizeable number of 
students who exhibit literacy 
problems. The Committee report 
did far more than merely identify 
the problem, however. It recom
mended a major change in the 
University's curriculum designed 
to assist students who have 
literacy problems and to bring the 
literacy question to the attention 
of all members of the St. Thomas 
community.

The New Brunswic 
Students (N.B.C.S.) is 
March 30 os an inf 
for students. On tl 
most Nova Scotian ir 
be holding a day of p 
campuses will be I 
ings with the stude 
them what the Count 
Premiers 
means to them.

At the recent N.E

universities each year without 
basic skills in thesome very 

English language. A well known 
study on the subject cites the 
example of a highly respected 
Canadian university where 34 
percent of the freshman class is 
either 'semi-literate'’ or "illiter-

• ••<
Commenting on the sweeping 

nature of the program, Dr. Hunt 
noted that, "At all universities in 
Canada, there is a feeling that we 
must find ways of making this 
everybody's concern. What we're 
doing at St. Thomas is providing a 
structure in which that 
happen."

It's not like the 19 
but some of the tacti 

Several universit 
ponded to student n 
some cases student 
administrative office 
Thursday a day 
people can attend t 
tion in Toronto.

At last count thri 
— Trent, Carlton, t 
cancelled classes o 
that students would 
the rally against fu 
and inequities in th 
aid plan.

Occupations of 
offices had been s 
Carleton and McMc 
last week. The < 
were all peaceful a 
Carleton have resul 
decision to cancel 
day.

ate". The reasons for the crisis 
are, to date, at least, poorly 
defined. The question which has 
faced many universities, including

can

I
* University financing needs help

financing.
Much of the financing is now tied tion shouldn't be a privilege, but a 
to enrollment levels, and projec- right.

... il l I . • , fions indicate a major decline inFinancing of higher education , ... , , ..................,l . # l *l' students will hit the universities inwas the main concern of both ^ 1980s
administrators and students who ,, . . .. £ .L UNB student representativeaddressed a recent meeting of the .7 . -_ ... l council vice president SusanMaritime Provinces Higher Educa , , .. r ,Shalala questioned the commis-tion Commission. , , . .-, -L ,, . .. « sion members on several pointsSt. Thomas University president , . r .
Father Geoige Martin said his relating to university financing,

.... ,, , , . , especially as it affects students,institution can tolerate only a r '
very modest degree of further
restraint ",

Shalala responded that educa-By TOM BENJAMIN 
| The Sun |

"The government is heading 
toward a state of affairs where thet
government is paying more, and 
students less, in percentage 
figures," she said, "but students 
are paying as much as they 
possibly con."

Commission member James 
O'Sullivan (also UNB's vice 
president of finance) cited the 
effect of the baby boom that 
passed through the educational 
system and asked if "you put 
money in (the educational system) 
to handle more people, should it 
stay there when they're gone?" 

Shalala also said some of the

$232.00
232.00
263.00
266.00

A McMaster stc 
Ontarion last w 
thought there wi 
students involvedShe said student's tuition and 

residence fees "have reached a 
The university's problems are evel that can t go any higher 

complicated by the present vithout preventing some students 
economic situation which forces trom attending because 
students to seek education in financial considerations. Continued from pi 
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"parallel program 
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Université de 
Jean Cadieux com 
special nature 
campuses of his ir 
the extra costs ir 
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university's upcon 

The university 
for professors v 
outside the Mari 
and should be al 
candidates more 

Tuition fees fa< 
students should i 
said, and the 
education costs 
students should 
decrease.

He also questic 
of francophone ri 
the commission, 
legislation permi 
to be represente 

Two francopho 
resentatives cc 
establishment of

programs with high job prepara
tion levels.

MPHEC chairperson Dr. Cather
ine Wallace asked Shalala if students

»

she represents as
Students he said, are forced to university financing " can be taken chairperson of the New Brunswick 

leave the university to take such os a package out of the economy." students 
courses because of STU's limited

Coalition felt that
The proportion that students francophones were insufficiently 

curriculum. pay of the cost of education has represented on the commission.
UNB president John Anderson dropped from 35 to 14 per cent, She a|so spoke against imple- 

called for a review of university said Wallace. mentation of differential tuition
fees for foreign students, a 
measure recently taken in 
Alberto, Ontario and Quebec.

Declining enrollment is not a 
problem at the Maritime Forest 
Rangers school, however, and 
school officials described how the 
institution is unable to meet 
industry's demands for trained 
forest technicians.

School director H.W. Blenis said 
the school had an inadequate 
physical plant. The most serious 
shortfall was in sawmill training,

'an area of education supported by 
all sawmill managements the 

' school contacted. ;
With the very high placement ,he increase given to UNB was every one support staff (adminis- 

rate for graduates "we don't have lar9er ,han ,hat 9'ven to most trators) personel. He also explain-
provincial government depart- ed that using the new zero based
ments and larger than other budgeting system, priorities had
universities in central and western been assigned to all areas of the

He described the importance Canada. This is one of the reasons support services (all the
olaced on the role of technicians in he feels that UNB prices will be academic functions i.e. counsell-
3 province where a district :ompetitive. ing administration itself, etc.) and
forester and assistant can be Also, UNB Sainf John will n°t be when the size of the non space 

> responsible for a million acres. able to offer anything cheaper, as and A.N.R. grant is known, it will 
Reforestation programs point tuition fees are the same between be decided what support services

for trained the two campuses of the will be cut back on.
technicians he said. In 1972, 1.5 university. There is a formula President Anderson also ex- 
million trees were planted; in which has been in existence for plained why he felt it 
1977 the figure was 18 million, two years, that was recommended impossible to have another
Plans are for 23 million trees in by ,he Doutsch committee. This meeting of the Board of Governors

formula is used to divide the before May 17th. He explained
income between the two cam- that the Governors are not paid,
puses. How the formula does this, and some would have to travel a
and in what quantities, Dr. considerable distance at their
Anderson did not say.

Plan to study 
this summer at Anderson comments
Acadia University’s Continued from page 3

Despite this fact, Anderson said 
that he felt that "the tap for'77-'7B staff/faculty ratio was at 11:1 at 
is just about shut off, and it's present. Dr. Anderson elaborated 
nearly time to start fighting for on this; saying that there 
'78-‘79." He also pointed out that now

Dr. Anderson claimed that the

SPRING and 
SUMMER 
SESSIONS 1978

were
11 faculty members for

a problem with jobs", but with an 
inadequate student capacity, he 
said.

SUMMER 
July 4-August 15

SPRING 
May 15-July 27

non-

Over 75 courses offered!
out the need

Complete calendars now available by writing:
was

THE REGISTRAR,
ACADIA UNIVERSITY
Wolfville, Nova Scotia, BOP 1X0, 
(902) 542-2201, etx. 222

1978, and 30 million in 1979, a 
level that would be sustained for a 
decade hofore review.

own
Continued on page 5 expense.
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(Tlarch 30th will see 'Show of Protest1
Three protests will be happen- met for 15 minutes and decided 

ing in Halifax, Sydney, and their feelings toward AFS could 
Yarmouth on March 30. Kelly said best be handled thru the NBCS. 
"other means have foiled and it is They wondered if they could find a 
now time to be visible". In Alberta person in N.B. who was not critical 
3,000 students joined a drive of AFS. Shalala said she would 
across the province, while in only sit on the AFS executive as 
Toronto 6,000 - 8,000 students the NBCS rep., never as the NB 
demonstrated. The Toronto Globe caucus of AFS rep. Mt. A, and STU 
and Mail is calling it the "new plan to circulate a position paper 
student activitism ".

discussion centered around how understand the basic concept." 
much the N.B.C.S. could motivate

By ROGDER DONCASTER 
The Argosy 

Ml. Allison U
otherApproximately

the students this close to the end people attended the meeting 
of classes. It was felt that hosted by 
demonstrations were fine for N.S.

two

nston
; IS HERE . . . 
new white puddle 
find little white 
welcome, though 
grey sidewalk. In 
epression I shall 
pretend that I am 
ow. Actually I am 
is irrelevant. By 

ately ten seats 
took. (Two weeks 
i $339.00) 
st people’s minds 
ght be a little late 
by the SRC which 
n jobs overseas. 
>bs and Careers 
)verseas Summer 
!4 hour basis so if 
jobs overseas just 
itress work, hotel 
Dross as well as 
not too early to

Mount A. They 
represented UNB Fredericton, 

but not in N.B. The date of March UNB St. John, St. Thomas, while U 
30 was decided upon so the de Moncton, U de L'Acadie, and

The New Brunswick Coalition of
Students (N.B.C.S.) is setting aside
March 30 os an information day ... , . , , , .
for students. On the some day sohdanty of the students could be Gene Long of N.U.S. looked on.
most Nova Scotian institutions will s^own David LeBlanc of St. Thomas felt

Fraser Seely of Mount Allison a day of protest was necessary, 
questioned if all the demonstra- stating "if we don't take a day off 
tors in N.S. would really know 
what they were going out for.
Tony Kelly, of A.F.S., said "we i|,e 
cannot insure that they know all

be holding a day of protest. In N.B. 
campuses will be holding meet
ings with the students to inform 
them what the Council of Maritime 

decision

to the AFS membership as to why 
One of the differences between they are using the NBCS. The AFS 

N.B.C.S. and A.F.S., according to members are voting to decide if 
Sue Shalala, chairperson of NBCS, the executive position should be 
is the style of approach. For given to NBCS. 
example, none of the N.B. people 
felt that A.F.S. goal of free tuition differential fees are discrimina- 
was a realistic one. Kelly felt that lory, and should not be 
it was the level of awareness implemented. Both groups see 
which counted. He felt the equal tuition as a means of foreign 
question should have been aid.
"should tuition be a barrier to

now, we may not be back". The 
bad press coverage received at 

Edmunslon protest was 
suggested as a reason for not 

the problems, but they do holding a protest.

Premiers 
means to them.

At the recent N.B.C.S. meeting
NBCS and AFS agree that

other universities also••••
NBCS reaffirmed its main

education as it is now?". position, by continuing to petition 
He further stated that NBCS had the government for the funding 

been critical of some AFS policies, necessary to maintain the current 
yet had none of it's own. Gene quality of education and having no 
Long felt that policies needed to tuition increases. The only 
be established, so they could be unfinished business was to find a 
worked toward, and all activities student candidate to nominate for

It's not like the 1960's, they say, tion of financial aid planning faculty not to schedule tests etc., 
but some of the tactics are similar, offices. He said

Several universities have res- occupation had been very peace-
ponded to student requests and in ful and that security had been classes either but has said that if
some cases student occupation of invited into the occupied area to students can make arrangements
administrative office, by declaring make sure all was in order. with faculty they need not go to
Thursday a day off so that Fourteen students who occupied classes on Thursday. Cutbacks 
people can attend the demonstra- the office of the acting president have hit Ryerson hard and
tion in Toronto. at Carleton were also very orderly students there have organized

a representative of the Carleton against them, 
newspaper The Charlaton said.
She said that the students

that the on Thursday.
Ryerson ’ ad not t cancelled

could be rationalized. Michand of a seal on the MPHEC.
Moncton reminded people that 
this was only the second meeting, 
and organization time was
necessary. This is still a loose knit increase in the ceiling 

The rally Thursday at Queen's group, and are concerned with loans. If the size of the loan is
increased it is an incentive for

NBCS joined other student 
organizations across the country 
in rejecting the proposed federal 

on student

At last count three universities 
— Trent, Carlton, and York Viad * 
cancelled classes on Thursday so 
that students would free to attend demanded that classes be

:harter class
rill tell you of the 
it in Canada. Due 
iian dollar some 
dian holiday this 
out west and will 
nd no more than 
ys in advance you 
' money. Example 
tarter Class Fare

Park is intended as a show of handling the immediate problems, 
student support for the Ontario 
Federation of Students who have

the rally against funding cutbacks
and inequities in the new student cancelled on Thursday. Senate 
aid plan reversed its original stand in a

Occupations of administrative special meeting Friday and 
offices had been staged at Trent, classes will be cancelled. A rally in 
Carleton and McMaster University support of the sit in had the best 
last week. The demonstrations turnout Carleton has had for 
were all peaceful and at Trent and anything in years.' she added. 
Carleton have resulted in a senate About 300 students from Carleton 
decision to cancel classes Thurs
day.

Kelly explained that the N.B. provincial governments to cut 
caucus of AFS (St. Thomas, Mt. back in the size of the bursary 

been lobbying the government on Allison) could meet with the other This would be o further burden *< 
the new student aid plan and institutions and decide policy this I, w income students,
cutbacks in spending on post- way. These two institutions should
secondary education. The grants be the ones to decide who should 
from the provincial governments sit on the AFS executivie to decide from NBCS. They were hesilan1 
to the universities for the next policy. He questioned why Shalala, and felt their interests would be
year have not increased enough to who is critical of AFS, should have lost in a large organization
cover inflation and OFS says that

The francophones were ques 
•ioned as to what they wan'erl

are expected to attend the rally 
Thursday.

Officials at the University of 
Toronto refused last week to 
cancel classes on the 16th. The 
University has, however, asked

this position. "What happens he Michand said we don't give 
reduced quality of education is explained “is that you are trying to permission if a person wants t<

influence AFS policies, yet you help us, they simply do it, we don 1 
ave no obligation to explain the ask for support from anyb. dÿ

They did agree that communica 
Mount Allison and St. Thomas 'ion lines needed tv be reopened.

$232.00
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A McMaster student told the 
Ontarian last week that he 
thought there were about 20 
students involved in the occupa-

inevitable.
l
policies to the NBCS(The Ontarian)

University financing Ziebart ShineGuard keeps 
your new car looking like new.Continued from page 4

Each million trees represents sion that would deal with all lain Michaud presented the
1,000 acres of reforestation and aspects of francophone post- commission with a report on

student aid and university 
Centre Universitaire Saint-Louis- financing prepared for circulation 

Maillet student association presi- to students.
Blanchetter and

secondary education.costs $100,000.
If the planting is not carried out 

properly, there is an immediate 
loss of the $100,000, he said, with dent Jean
the second part of the loss being Université de Moncton student 
the 40,000 cords of wood which federation secretary-general Ghis- University administrators, 
would have been ready for

There’s nothing quite like the look and feel of a 
new car. Unfortunately, that new car look 
disappears all too quickly, no matter how much 
time and energy you spend on the finish of your 
car. The sun fades the colour. Rain, salt, grime 

pollution gradually eat away at 
finish..

The commission also heard a
piesentation from Mount Allison

and your new car
harvest in 40 years.

But at present, he said the 
school is only assuming "partial 
crisis alleviation" of the demand 
for trained forest technicians.

When questioned about training 
of francophones, he said plans call 
for the establishment of a 
"parallel program" in French in 
Bathurst.

Université de Moncton rector 
Jean Cadieux complained that the 
special nature of the three 
campuses of his institution — and 
the extra costs involved 
not taken into account for the 
university's upcoming budget.

The university has to compete 
for professors with institutions 
outside the Maritimes, he said, 
and should be able to offer job 
candidates more money.

Tuition fees faced by Maritime 
students should not increase, he 
said, and the proportion of 
education costs paid by the 
students should be allowed to

We guarantee it for three years
A car’s new-car finish is usually gone in a lew 
months. Not with Ziebart Shine Guard. That’s 
why we say Ziebart ShineGuard keeps you: new 
car looking new. Ask about the details of our 
Ziebart ShineGuard guarantee.
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Ziebart Seat& Rug Guard
were

V Keeps your seats and rugs like new.
Never again will the sight of a spilt ice cream 
cone, milkshake or greasy hamburger horrify 
you. With Ziebart Seat Guard and Rug Guard the 
mess stays on the surface of the fabric where it 
can be blotted up. Your seats and rugs keep on 
looking like new.

DON’T BOMB OUT
ON FINALS!

Auto/Truck Rustproofing pton
(Division of Pro-Tore Ltd.)

Lower St. Mary s Phone 472-5751
decrease.

He also questioned the amount 
of francophone representation on 
the commission, and was told 
legislation permitted any groups 
to be represented there.

Two francophone student rep
resentatives called for the 
establishment of another commis-

$
Learn to relax now.....

Before the crunch comes. 
Drop by or call

Counselling Services
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editorial 
Top shut off? BOG on welfare?

JIuTHE BRUNSWICKAN6

Well the time ha: 
my well screwed l 
illustrious and Ir 
mistake-ridden fine, 
of Sheenogh, our bi 
carry on the traditi 
this two-column sp

We have already seen around 
one of the "final solutions" of this 
dilemma — a 50 buck jack in 
residence fees. We'll get the 
second barrel of "buck" shot (i.e. 
"strongly possible" tuition in
crease) at the May 17 Board of 
Governors' meeting, after we've 
all nicely left, to mind our own 
damn business. This practice of 
deciding tuition after we leave 
seems to be one of the rites of 
spring here at UNB. But this year 
they have an excuse. The poor 
BOG members are not paid and 
have to make the long trip to 
Fredericton at their own expense. 
If you want to see the "welfare 
recipients" on the BOG, take a 
look at them on May 17th if you 
get the chance.

Meanwhile our beloved Dr. J. is 
taking a wait and see attitude. He 
has said that if we got 1 percent 
more (plus the funds requested

for alterations and renovations) 
then we might not get an increase 
in tuition. Let's get those 
pot-holes fixed! Who cares if the 
classrooms are empty? After all, 
the "tap" is shut off, now it's time 
to start squeezing the blood of the 
turnip
impression that Dr. J. is fiddling 
while UNB is burning, and we get 
burnt!

This situation is getting out of 
hand. Although we students only 
pay a small percentage of the cost 
of our university education, surely 
we are the least capable of 
making up the difference. UNB 
already has one of the highest 
tuition rates in Canada, and the 
days when we were on this same 
rung of the Canadian ladder with 
the quality of our education (if 
they ever existed) are clearly 
gone. But for Dr. J. to use rude 
words to the government would

perhaps make him feel like he's 
biting the hand that feeds him. 
One can almost hear the wolves 
howling at the doors on Waterloo 
Row! It's much easier to kick us 
around, especially when we are at 
home and alone. Never mind that 
the cost per student is going 
through the ceiling and the grant 
per student is declining in real 
terms. Those crazy students are 
probably into some sado-maso
chism kick anyway.

Well, Dr. J. although we don't 
expect you to be chucking 
molotov cocktails at the Centen
nial Building, we do expect you to 
be at least a little more than 
"disappointed" about such an 
unacceptable situation. Forgive 
us, but from our vantage point we 
can't tell the difference between 
taking something lying down and 
just plain taking it. But of course, 
we're just part of the furniture 
here.

Well it's that time of year again. 
The operating grants awarded the 
Maritime universities are running 
the race with increasing costs and 
not coming anywhere near 
"show". In fact they're falling 
through the floor. Some figures to 
consider: inflation rate - about 8 
percent; MPHEC recommended 
operating grant increases - 14 
percent; actual grant for 1978-79 
at UNB - 6.6 percent!

When you read the interview 
with our esteemed "leader", Dr. )., 
you'll find all kinds of expletives 
and condemnations 
unacceptable situation, right? 
WRONG! UNB's President is 
effectively taking the situation 
lying down. "The tap is just about 
shut off " The President seems to 
he an apostle of the social action 
theory: "Don't rock the boat!" But 
in this case THF BOAT IS 
SINKING!
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White students society a bunch of bigots?.

During the last few weeks you 
may have heard about a new 
group in the process of being 
formed on campus. "The White 
Students Society". We asked the 
question in last week's viewpoint, 
"what do you think of the newly 
formed white students society?" 
I he answers we got surprised us. 
We really expected people to 
laugh it off, but no. A lot of 
people obviously think that the 
bigots of the campus are banding 
together to rid UNB of the 
minorities.

this campus. The point is why is a 
white students society so 
different. Why does support of a 
white students society make you a 
bigot?

We talked to one of the original 
conceptualizers of the society. 
According to this individual there 
is a kind of tokenism present in 
the SRC This individual further 
stated that "If you're a member of 
the SRC and you vote against or

even question the budget or 
policies of one of those (ethnic) 
societies then you're a bigot." 
One of the reasons for forming 
this society is to show people 
what is going on around here, said 
this person "We're not out to 
polarize the campus or promote 
prejudice, we would just like to 
see things on an equal basis."

One has to admit that there is a 
certain amount of logic in all this.

What we are scared of is that 
people with the wrong idea of the 
reasons behind the formation of 
the White Students Society will 
cause problems that none of us 
want to see on this campus.

What we suggest is that 
take with a grain of salt all 
hear about the White Students 
Society. They may have 
valid ideas but let's not get carried 
away with the joke.
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Profs to be replaced?So with this in mind we set out 
to firrd the real reasons behind the 
forming of the White Students 
society and I must say that 
of the reasons make a lot of 

If you take the constitution of 
the white students society and 
change the word white to

some
sense. Is it really worth it?

It appears that many profs at 
UNB could be replaced with a 
sheaf of photocopied notes, 
handed out at the beginning of 
the term. Over the years it has 
been evident that few profs that 
are innovative or who really try to 
impart some valuable knowledge 
onto the students stay at UNB.

In the last few years we have 
noted the decline in the value of 
most degrees. Could this be in 
part the result of the lack of 
expertise in our teaching profes
sion?

the bare minimum of information 
and the course requirements 
slack. Some profs don't seem able 
to think on their own and their 
idea of a lecture is reading word 
for word from the assigned text. 
Another type is the prof that can't 
allocate his time properly — i.e. 
he takes it slow at the beginning 
and then tries to cram the bulk of 
the course into the last 
months. There are a few profs 
who have stiff requirements but 
do not bother to clarify their 
material. Somewhere there must 
be a happy median.

How prepared do UNB students 
feel when they graduate? Not 
prepared, is the consensus! It is 
one thing to teach someone how 
to think but we must also teach 
how to apply what we learn, it is 
time that we reassessed 
degrees and methods of instruc
tion as well as those who instruct

us.
Any Corporation knows that 

they must keep up with 
advancements in their field in 
order to succeed. Universities 
must also advance with the rest of 
society.

One UNB Bachelor of Nursing 
graduate, now working at the 
Everett Chalmers Hospital, recent
ly remarked that she wanted to 
take the Saint John Ambulance 
first aid course as she felt 
unqualified in this area. This 
seems ludicrous — an institution 
of higher learning that graduates 
BNs that feel unqualified to 
practice simple first aid!

We feel that UNB simply can't 
afford to wait to re-evaluate our 
professors and degrees. Our 
tuition is one of the highest in 
Canada and if a student can get a 
more highly recognized degree 
for less elsewhere — why would 
he/she come to UNB?

are

any
other name (say Eskimo) and 
reread it there doesn't seem to be 
anything out of line. But leave the 
word white intact and all of a 
sudden conotations of redneck 
bigots wearing white sheets and 
carrying burning crosses comes to 
mind

Well, that sort of I 
enjoyed greatly wri 
Massey Ferguson I 

Now that machin 
pass the bucket of b 
own discretion. Gotwo

There are presently on campus 
seven groups which fall into the 
same category as the white 
students society. There is the 
Black Students Association, the 
African Students Association, the 
Chinese students Overseas Assoc
iation and others.

Don't get us wrong there is 
nothing wrong with any of these 
groups. In fact any of these 
groups that we have come in 
contact with have been well 
organized and most definitely 
contribute to life in general on

Hey Carol, I hope 
of Misty. Did I?

As o lost word fri 
given me by a w/si 

If. you desire to li\, 
and full of despair < 

If it is betfei to Ic 
If, it is better to liv 

a long painful exist 
And if, it is true t 

the above manner, 
LIVE FAST. LOVE H 

MEMORY

Technical schools have become 
the trend'and their students do 
earn the bucks! Perhaps universi
ties should take note of their 
methods of intensive teaching.

The profs at UNB fall in one of 
many categories. Every student at 
one time has taken a bird course. 
In these courses the prof teaches

our

Good-bye UNB, L

* v» *• v> 1t
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? matthew penny
‘Shit’ is for the shits in lit.*

Well fhe time has come, as it were, to close yet another era in 
my well screwed up university career This is the last time this 
illustrious and infamous Journal will be written by my 
mistake-ridden fingers. Next week, the last issue, is the property 
of Sheenogh, our brand-spanking new editor. It is up to her now to 
carry on the tradition of slinging such as comes her way through 
this two-column space

* him feel like he's 
nd that feeds him. 
Dst hear the wolves

doors on Waterloo 
h easier to kick us 
ially when we are at 
ne. Never mind that 

student is going 
eiling and the grant 
s declining in real 
crazy students are

• some sado-maso- 
îyway.
although we don't 
to be chucking 

tails at the Centen- 
we do expect you to 
î little more than 
" about such an 
situation. Forgive 

ur vantage point we 
difference between 
ing lying down and 
lg it. But of course, 
rt of the furniture

Dear Brunswickon reader: you can recognize it when you 
hear it."

"Some companies hove releas
ed. Shitty (sic.) Greatest Hit 
albums like the Kinks which is

he deemed it necessary to employ 
the adjective "shitty" no less than 
three times. I am certain that, with 
a minimum of mental effort, he 
could have varied his modifiers 
somwhol. For example, he might 
equivalently have used "meager", 
’inferior", "valueless", or "medio
cre", to list a few alternatives.

Failure to vary one’s modifiers is 
bad enough, normally, but in this 
instance the writer's shortcoming 
was compounded by a particularly 
poor choice of the one adjective 
which he elected to employ 
repetitively. I, for one, do not 
consider "shit" a pleasant word 
and neither are the images it 
conjures in my mind appetizing. Of 
course, I realize full well that the 
excretion of waste material is an 
integral part of life and is, 
accordingly, an issue with which 
each of us must reckon regularly. 
But surely the reader's attention 
need not be so frequently directed 
to this bodily function.

Actually this criticism applies to 
most Brunswickon contributers.

the covers of their 
newspaper, it is a rare page 
whose content does not include 
some "shit" or variation on "shit"

In the development of 
musical tastes most of us, at one 
time or another, enter a phase 
which, for want of a better name, I 
shall the 'A.M. Top 40" stage. 
During one's transit through this 
phase, he tends to be ecstatic 
concerning anything overheard 
emenating from on A.M. radio 
station. And, since such stations 
(especially in our locate) 
prone to play almost exclusively 
songs which belong to a certain 
select listing known as the "Top 
40” persons suffering from this 
"A.M. Top 40" syndrome 
inclined to regard these trite 
musical efforts as the pinnacle of 
artistic achievement.

our

atrocious. Not one hit on their 
'Best of album."

The author of the preceding is 
evidently of the opinion that, 
when a newly purchased record is 
being heard for the first time, the 
good portions of the album consist 
of those songs which have been 
extensively played on A.M. radio 
in the past whereas the remaining 
songs must be classified as poor 
by virtue of their never having 
received such promotional broad
casting. This amounts to evaluat
ing the merits of a musical work 
on the basis of the degree to 
which it has achieved "hit" status.
In effect, he allows his taste in 
music to be completely governed 
by the music preferences of those 
who determine the programming 
of the radio stations to which he 
listens.

As for myself, when I acquire a 
every long-playing record, my prime Within 

my ear concern is not the number of "hits" 
on it. Rather, I am interested in the 
quality of the music. In fact,
judging by the sort of music I (no pun intended). I am prompted 

engineered to appeal to individ- usually hear whenever subject to to conclude that it is because of his 
uals in the early to mid teen-age A.M. "Top 40" radio, I am inclined mastery of such words that the 
category. to believe that the fewer "hits" writer singled out previously has

As I said, most persons journey there are on my new record, the been so welcomed to the staff of 
in and out of this stage quickly. In better it is apt to be. The Brunswickon, in spite of his
my case a few years were Another matter warrants com- literary ineptness and mindless 
sufficient. It is, I think, a part of ment regarding the writer of the opinions, 
growing up; a small step in the aforementioned 
pr.x ss of maturation. f 
un'i unately, there are some of 
us v».to, for reasons unknown, 
remain longer within the "A.M.
Top 40" phase than do most. In 
fact, I suspect there 
occasional individuals who wallow 
in this state throughout the 
entirety of their lives. This is 
indeed a lamentable condition for 
such persons are thereby deprived 
of any enjoyment of the better 
musical forms.

88888

As we, the graduates and drops outs, leave UNB this spring we 
should remember there is a lot more to a life at university than 
can be gained through taking courses and studying 12 hours a day 
in the library. The experience gained in dealing with people, 
organizations and in just getting along within one's life is 
important and the university community supplied one of the best 
environments for learning the ways of life.

The only bad aspect of this is that a few years down the road, as 
they soy, a lot of people who have earned their degrees will find 
that they have wasted their time here at university.

But perhaps if you feel that way in five or 10 years you will 
recall that you met a lot of people and formed a great many 
intimate relationships Some in fact, that will last foreverl I

are

are

Fortunately, most of us pass 
through this stage quite rapidly 
and at a relatively early age. For 
instance, I readily recall the time, 
10 or 50 years ago, when I myself 
was mired in the "A.M. Top 40" 
phase. About 13 or 14 years old 
then, I spent virtually 
leisurely moment with 
directed towards a transistor 
radio. "Top 40 hits" (that is, songs 
belonging to the Top 40)

88888

Tact: there has never been a time when I could not think of 
anything to write in this column, until now. It's funny that after 
making so many mistakes in reporting things herein, and getting 
bawled out for these mistakes by some very unsavory people, that 
I can't find one spot of annoyance with which I wish to deal in this 
the last column. Well, the library is still a totally screwed-up 
building as is the administration of the university. The SRC is half 
awake now as is different from the past few months, CHSR 
belongs to Dave and the boys now and the Bruns is Sheenogh's. as 
for me I am quite happy to be leaving.

ts? are

scared of is that 
e wrong idea of the 
d the formation of 
idents Society will 
is that none of us 
n this campus, 
jggest is that you 
ain of salt all you 
îe White Students 

may have some 
let's not get carried 
joke.

88888

Sarah all year kept gettin upset by the fact that this column has 
always had to be severely edited in regards to the verbosity of the 
author Well, as Sarah said "God, you're prolific." I'm afraid that 
this column does not hold true for this issue.

article. While
But, composing his brief literary work, Brian G. Steeves

Give us a break!s&ssa
are even

Dear Editor: lundreds of transactions dating 
back to July of 1977 that are not 

A number of areas with the reflected on student accounts, 
academic community have ex
pressed their dissatisfaction with struggle with this, while we 
information, or lack of informa- continue to voice

Over the past few months I have expounded upon the virtues 
and poms of a very feline cat know as Misty'. This animal inhabits 
the some place of residence as does Carol, a very good and close 
friend of mind. This cat loves Carol all to pieces, but I am sad to 
report that the love is not always a two-sided affair. In fact there 
have been times, especially during the dinner hour when a purr 
has turned into a meow, during the inflight travels of the cat 
between the kitchen and some other part of the apartment 
between which I have often feared there would be walls. I on the 
other hand kind of like said cat and it seems to get along well with 
me. Much / must say to the shagrin of Carol. As a result, the cat is 
often the center of all out war, and as a result often times finds 
itself ejected h lu the laundry-room, the cloths dryer or whatever 
other lockable container is or was handy. As well, this feline likes 
f°,US,e !!* *'arpe claws on Carols home-made fancy bedcloths, 
which did not help matters much!!!!

The fact that we have had to

our concern to
tion, received from our Business our supervisors, has created a 
Office. It is disheartening to find very low morale within this office, 
that the student body now feels Just to answer the telephone, 
the same way. We wish to take often 
this
ourselves and explain why we provide information to a mother or 
appear to be such an inefficient father on the status of a student

Of course, at an institution of 
higher learning such as the 
University of New Brunswick, one 
would expect the vast majority of 
the students to possess enough 
age and intelligence as to be well 
beyond the "A.M. Top 40" stage. 
Consequently, I am 
somewhat surprised to encounter 
on campus sufferers of "A.M. Top 
40 mania, although these are not 
as rare as might be supposed. A 
circumstance which amazes me 
much more, however, is that the 
afflicted

becomes a distasteful 
opportunity to defend experience when we are unable to

account.
We, the Business Office Staff, 

For the past nine months our wish to apologize if we appear to 
student accounts have been be unwilling or inefficient. We 
updated by means of a new have been advised that 
method. Again, it is computerized financial records will be up-to-date 
but, in our opinion, the lack of soon, and until this becomes a 
efficiency, together with the reality, we shall attempt to 
tremendous volume, has produced provide the best service possible, 
results that we cannot rely on for
accuracy. As of this dale, there are THE BUSINESS OFFICE STAFF

group.
usually

ion knows that 
eep up with 
n their field in 
ed. Universities 
:e with the rest of

our88888

individuals includeWell, that sort of helped to fill the space up a little more. I have 
enjoyed greatly writing this column and using in the process my 
Mossey-Ferguson II0-C Manure Spreader, (very fine machine.] 

Now that machine has broken-down, due to overuse and I can 
pass the bucket of bolts over to Jack and Sheenogh to use at their 
own discretion. Good-luck all! !

among their numbers a certain 
person who regularly contributes 
to The

helor of Nursing 
working at the 
Hospital, recent- 
t she wanted to 
lohn Ambulance 
e as she felt 
this area. This 
— an institution 

ig that graduates 
unqualified to 

first aid!
JNB simply can't 
) re-evaluate our 

degrees. Our 
if the highest in 
student can get a 
cognized degree 
e — why would 
UNB?

Brunswickon articles
pertaining to contemporary music.

Now, I am sure most of *he 
writers of The Brunswickon prefer 
to think of their weekly creation 
as an adult publicaqtion — a Dear Editor: 
product of perceptive minds, 
aimed at mature intellects. It

fflilk drinkers- alert!
88888

Consumers' Association of Canada
(New Brunswick) urges all 

As of April 1, 1978, the consumers of powdered skim
a gross inconsistency, consumer subsidy of 34 cents per milk, who do not want to see their

therefore, that they should entrust pound on powdered skim milk is cost of this nutritious food raised,
the fast of commenting respon
sibly upon popular music to
whose musical appreciation is yet without prior consultation with

producers, milk 
consumers. This

Hey Carol, I hope I didn't embarass you too much with the Saga 
of Misty. Did I?

As a last word from me here is a bit of philosophy which 
given me by a wise old sage some many moons ago

If. you desire to live life to the fullest, rather than to live a bored 
and full of despair existence

If it is bettei to love your neighbour and your fellow mankind.
If, it is better to live a short life, and enjoy it rather than endure 

a long painful existence;
And if, it is true that you want to be remembered for living in 

the above manner, THEN:
LIVE FAST. LOVE HARD, DIE YOUNG, AND LEAVE A BEAUTIFUL 

MEMORY

seems

was to be suspended. This decision to individually voice their opposi- 
one was made by Agriculture Canada tion.

in its infancy.
For example, last week the 

individual in question offered an

We urge consumers to write to 
that the Prime Minister of Canada, 

consumers will pay substantially House of Commons, Ottawa, to 
article entitled "The Best and the more for powdered skim milk, request that the powdered skim
Worst of Greatest Hits." The often used as an economy milk subsidy be retained. No
following two quotations have measure in on effort to provide Postage is required. Let the
been excerpted from it. They good nutrition. consumers' voices be heard !
embody the crux of his philosophy 
on music.

processors, or 
means

The .ederal government may be 
prepared to retain this subsidy if Yours truly,

I "A hit is something you've heard widespread public opposition to Cecilia McLean 
1 m°re than once on the radio and its removal is demonstrated. President, CAC (NB)

Good-bye UNB. Lt<ve Matthew.
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^11 viewpoint
Question Who is this man

■HW OÊ JŒÊÊÊÊÊ whof does he represent to you?

L<8 —THE BRUNSWICKAN MARCH 24, 1978

By ANDREWS
Photos Judy Kavanagh 
Interviews Allan Patrick This will be a shoi 

week. Head Hall has 
serious, studying me 
isn't too much news 
week.

A definite air of p 
can be detected it 
Senior students are 
to finish their se 
scrambling to mak< 
lines. Freshmen c 
realizing that they 
know what CE 1011 
Mechanicals and E 
desperately trying ti 
and finish assign 
graduate students ar 
ing suicide - but the 
doing that.
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arl Saunders BA 4 Nancy Barclay

I don't know, therefore he means The president of 
nothing to me. represents the money makers of

the university.

BEd 2. Myron Parlee BSc 1 Doreen Casey BA3 Claire Violette BBA 3

UNB - he He's president of the university - 
he's representative of the univer
sity body.

The pres. - as far as I’m concerned He's our president - Dr. John. I 
he's just a figurehead. I don't guess he's just a leader, 
know what his function is.

Bagle
■ *

:H

ii ' JLA*
w1

V?v V5 r.

y • y \

r r

BEd 1

Wiy • - ‘

■ / y ^« / i
BEd 2 Kathy Hogan

He was in the variety show, wasn't It's Anderson, isn't it? It better be ! John Anderson. I think he's a
He s president of the university I super guy, and I hope that gets me 
think. He s better be! on the Dean's list !

Susan LairdJim Pi I ley BBA 1 Pat McFadden mBA 3 Karen Trenholm

........ . Dr. John Anderson. He's the
ride hitchhiking down to the president of the university and 
Maggie once in a while. represents the university to the

public.

BN 1

Dr. John Anderson. He gives me a
he? k*z-y

HistoGILLIES OPTICAL CO. LTD.V
For those of yoi 

familiar with the H 
were formed in V 
students and fact 
with some extra 
activity. Each year 
help of the SRC, bri 
prominent historiar 
and the United Stc 
present a lecture 1 
this way, students i 
given an opportu 
outside the classrc 
importantly, to kee

4 Licensed Opticians to serve you
rte

FREDERICTON SHOPPING MALL 
10 — 10 dally 

10 — 5 SaturdaysI
t

♦

Reside
1 Applications arc 

received for the pc 
and Resident Fello\ 
Residence System.

Dons and Fellow 
members of the teai 
the University, 
responsible for 
operation of the Hoi 
lives. He assists the 
Residences in the f< 
implementation i 
policy and strives 
academic and educe 
the Residence Prc 
Resident Fellow cc 
providing educatioi 
cultural programi 
residences. These p 
unique opportunity 
get to know a lar 
students, to share ir 
life, and to teach i 
ways.

All resident facul 
with a rent free a| 
may take their nr
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COMPLETE CONTACT LENS CENTRE
7T: /•;

We fit both hard and soft contact lens.

Prompt eye examinations arranged by 

appointment, phone James A. Gillies 454-9412. 

We fill all prescriptions for optometrists 

and ophthalmologists.

• prescription eyeglasses 

• sunglasses

STUDENT DISCOUNT!
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Legal LiteLast call for nonsenseAARCH 24, 1978

Ignorance of the low by a person who commits an offence is not 
an excuse for committing it.Jt is therefore important for everyone 
to be informed about legal matters, particularly with respect to 
conduct which may have long lasting and undesirable 
consequences.

This is the last week for the 
Engineer's Column Absurdities on 

This will be a short column this i Campus' contest. Next week the 
week. Head Hall has settled into a winners and results will be

By ANDREW STEEVES gome; the second consecutive 
year that these two teams have 
contested the championship. The 
Business team won last year as 
well. Civil 3 had a good year this 
year and are to be congratulated 
on their fine effort. They 
represented UNB at the Atlantic 
University's Engineering tourna
ment and finished with a 
respectable 3 and 3 record. Mike 
MacQroid and the rest of the 
players would like to thank Myles 
MacAllister and Gerry Thibeault 
for their efforts as coaches andm 
managers.

Q: What are some of the most common offences with respect y 
'to the use of liquor in New Brunswick (including motor vehicle y
l>< A C|<r>SNew Brunswick some of the most common offences found V 

under the New Brunswick some of the most common offences y 
found under the New Brunswick Liquor Control Act are: Illegal (S 
Possession, Obtaining or Purchasing Liquor, Minor being in a A 
licenced premise, Illegal Conveyance, and the use of another z' 
person's I.D. /

Illegal Possession: If a person has both the knowledge andO 
control of the liquor in his possession and is under the age of 19 he (j 
,may be liable to an offence of illegal possession. The penalty for (\ 
this offence where the liquor is under the value of $25 is a fine of A 
from $25 to $50 or from 3 to 5 days in jail. Where the value of the / 
Niquor is in excess of $25 the fine is from $250 to $500 or from 25 y 
ho 50 days in jail or both the fine and the jail sentence. y
I Obtaining or purchasing liquor: If a person under the age of 19 y 
thas, consumes, buys, attempts to buy or accepts liquor, by himself (\ 
.or through the assistance of another, he commits an offence. The X 
penalty for unlawfully obtaining or purchasing liquor is a fine of / 

'$25 to $100 or a term of 3 to 10 days in jail. y
) Minor being in a licenced piemise: If a person under the age of y 
)19 enters a tavern, he commits an offence, (this includes campus y 
xpubs) The penalty for this offense s a fine of $100 to $250 or a A 
(term of 10 to 25 days in jail. Note that for a subsequent offence / 
Mhefine is not less than $250 or a term of not less than 25 days in / 
r jail. /

serious, studying mood and there announced to a breathless public, 
isn't too much news to report this However, to tell you the truth, the 
week. contest has gone over like the 

A definite air of purposefulness proverbial lead ballon but that's 
can be detected in Head Hall, okay - it leaves more beer for me. 
Senior students are madly trying 
to finish their senior reports, 
scrambling to make their dead
lines. Freshmen are suddenly 
realizing that they really don't is still up in the air at this time, 
know what CE 1011 is all about. Hopefully, I II be able to tell you 
Mechanicals and Electricals are more next week. I wouldn't put it 
desperately trying to pass exams past the Administration to decide 
and finish assignments. Post the issue this summer when we 
graduate students are contemplât- are all away working, 
ing suicide - but they are always 
doing that.

I
«

fV .. mIS The issue of intermural hockey

The Intermural hockey champ
ion for this year is Business 8. The 
boys in Business beat Civil 3 by a 2 
to 0 score in the championship

olette BBA 3
Well, I told you this would be a 

short column so; so long until next 
week.

sident of the university - 
resentative of the univer-
1-

Bagle wins NBHS Championships
Sx

However, a person under the age of 19 may consume liquor, in V 
his home, or in any other licenced premises other than a tavern if v 
the liquor is supplied by his parents and consumed in their n 
presence. A

Illegal conveyance: The law provides that no one shall allow V 
open liquor (i.e. liquor with the seal broken) to be conveyed ina\ 
motor vehicle. The penalty for unlawful conveyance of liquor is a L 
fine of $100 to $250 or a term of 10 to 25 days in jail. For a 6 
subsequent offence the fine is not less than $250 or a term of not-A 
less than 25 days in jail. A

Use of another person's I D.: It is an offence to lend one's liquor j 
identification car or to use another person's liquor identification \ 
card. Here the consequence is a fine of $100 to $250 or a term of \ 
10 to 25 days in jail. For a subsequent offence the fine is not less ( 
Ilian $250 or a term of not less than 25 days in jail. (

Q. What are some of the most common offences with respect to / 
property. /

A. The law as set out in the Criminal Code of Canada mokes ' 
certain conduct relating to property an offence. The two types of 1 
property offences commonly experienced are Mischief (damage ( 
,to property) and Theft (including shoplifting). (

Mischief: The offence of mischief is committed by everyone who / 
willfully destroys or damages property; renders property . 
'dangerous, useless, inoperative or ineffective; obstructs, ' 
'interrupts, or interferes with the lawful use, enjoyment or I, 
loperation of property; obstructs, interrupts or interferes with any ( 
^person in the lawful use, enjoyment or operation of property. The/ 
penalties for this offence are: where mischief causes a danger to > 
life, up to life imprisonment; where mischief relates to public J 
‘property up to 14 years imprisonment as an indictable (serious,' 
• major) offence or a fine of not more than $500 or 6 months in jail x 
(or both as a summary conviction (minor, less serious) offence) ( 
.where mischief relates to private property, up to 5 years / 
.imprisonment os an indictable offence or a fine of not more than . 
$500 or 6 months in jail or both as a summary conviction offence. 

'The prosecution chooses whether to proceed under indictable or
► summary conviction offence, the person charged does not have a •
(choice. I
\ Theft: Where a person takes something without permission for/ 
.himself or for someone else he commits an offence. Simply
' moving a thing which one intends to steal is theft. Where the value 
'of the property stolen exceeds $200 the person committing the
► offence is guilty of an indictable offence it is liable to1 
) imprisonment for up to 10 years. Where the property is under i 
x$200, the person committing the offence is guilty either of an ( 
.indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for up to 2 years
' or is guilty of a summary conviction offence with a fine of not more 
'than $500 or 6 months in jail or both.
) Next week we will discuss police powers of search and seizure, 1 
)arrest; legal advice and the forms of punishment: imprisonment, i 
Xfines, suspended sentences and discharges, 
v If you wish to inform us of your ideas and comments or if you 
(have a question please contact us in writing via campus mail at 
'the following address: LEGAL LITE 
) Public Legal Information Services
) UNB Faculty of Low
X Box 4400
. E3B 5A3
. Items may also be dropped off in our box at the Brunswickon( 
' office in the SUB or at the first floor of the Law School, Ludlow Hall. 
J The authors reserve the right to rephrase questions to fit a 
) general information format.
) Sponsored by Public Legal Information Services. This column is 
X prepared by UNB Law Students and checked for accuracy by 
\. faculty. It is intended for general public legal information only and 
( should not be taken as legal advice. Problems requiring legal 
r action should be referred to a lawyer of your choice.
/ Column this issue by Basil Hobbs.

This Sunday saw 24 competitors 
gather at UNB for the New 
Brunswick High School Champion
ship. Thb winner was Bill Bogle, 15 
years old from Saint John. He will 
go on to play in the Canadian High 
School Championship this sum
mer.

This weekend several UNB 
players will see action out of town. 
Playing in the Moncton Easter 

) Open will be Fred McKim and Paul 
I Allen, while Tom Gibson heads to 
|] Ontario to play in the Toronto

open.
Chess clubi. meets Tuesday 

nights at 7:00 p.m. - SUB room 26.

«

% Chess Problem
White to play and mate in two 
(solution next week)
Solution to last weeks problem
1. NxPch K-Ql
2. Q-B6 ch N x Q
3. B-K7 mate

snholm BN 1

n Anderson. He's the 
t of the university and 
ts the university to the i i

History buffs to hold banquetra

For those of you who are not 
familiar with the History Club, we 
were formed in 1968 to provide 
students and faculty in History 
with some extra -- classroom 
activity. Each year we, with the 
help of the SRC, bring a number of 
prominent historians from Canada 
and the United States to UNB to 
present a lecture to the Club. In 
this way, students and faculty are 
given an opportunity to meet 
outside the classroom and, more 
importantly, to keep up with new

areas of research and methodo- ’ statistics, 
logy.

This year has been a successful operated
The History Club is a student 

organization which 
one for the History Club. In receives valuable assistance from 
co-operation with the History the faculty of the department. Its 
Department and the History membership is 
Liaison Committee we held a very students, faculty, and the general 
successful September coffee party public. At the end of each year a 
and a Christmas party. We have new executive must be elected. If 
had the pleasure of listening to you are interested in serving on 
lectures from historians from the executive of the History Club 
Dalhousie University to York for the academic year 1978-79 be 
University ranging in subject sure you leave your name with us 
matter from prostitution to before March 25: The UNB History

/e you open to all

Club c/o Department of History, 
Tilley Hall. The new executive will 
be announced at our year - end 
social gathering, "The Annual 
Historians Banquet."

The Club's year - end banquet 
will be held on Thursday, 30 March 
at the Faculty Club (3rd floor, Old 
Arts Bldg.), with dinner commenc
ing at 7:30 p.m. By arrangement 
with the Faculty Club, happy hour 
prices on beer and liquor will be in 
effect from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. on 
that day. This informal dinner will 
consist of a buffet including such

culinary delights as: consomme 
sherry; assorted juices; beef
stroganoff over fluffy rice;
assorted cold meats including 
baked ham; coleslaw; green 
salad; potato salad; English trifle; 
tea, coffee and milk. The price of

this meal is only $6.25. Be 
you get your ticket now from C. 
Orchard, Secretary, Department of

History; Mary MacNutt; Meddy 
Clarke; Wanda McAdam; or 
Michele LeBlanc. For further
information phone 455-4750.

Residence applications
Applications are now being halls without charge, and as well 

received for the positions of Don they receive a stipend of $550. 
and Resident Fellow in the Men's 
Residence System.

Dons and Fellows are normally of the apartments may be 
members of the teaching faculty of obtained from the Dean of Men's 
the University. The Don is Residences, W.W. Chernoff. Appli- 
responsible for the general cations should be sent to the Dean 
operation of the House in which he not later than Monday, March 27th 
lives. He assists the Dean of Men's 1978. Please include a current 
Residences in the formulation and curriculum vitae, together with 
implementation of residence names of three people who may 
policy and strives to further the be contacted for letters of 
academic and educational goals of reference, 
the Residence Programme. The 
Resident Fellow concentrates on 
providing educational, social and 
cultural programmes in the 
residences. These positions offer a 
unique opportunity for faculty to 
get to know a large number of 
students, to share in their common 
life, and to teach in a variety of 
ways.

All resident faculty are provided 
with a rent free apartment. Dons 
may take their meals in dining

(RE Information concerning the 
location of vacancies and the size

>4-9412. ANYONE WISHING TO submit 
anything for the 1978 Student 
handbook, please bring it to Tom 
Best at the Brunswickan or c/o the 
SRC office in the SUB.

;

sure

NOTICE: Next week is the final 
Brunswickan of the year and 
deadline for ALL Classifieds and 
Up'n'Coming is TUESDAY at 5:00 
p.m.
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School for swimming to be held 20th-25th
SAINT JOHN Forty candidates areas of New Brunswick including : 

will attend the Red Cross - Royal 
Life School for swimming and 
Water Safety Instructions to be 
conducted at the Saint John High 
School Pool, March 20th to 25th 
inclusive.

Woodstock: Miss Cindy Comp and mass advertising is paying off there will be Instructor Courses
soon in Chatham, Bathurst and 

Mr. Tobias went on to praise the Caraquet. He suggested that 
efforts in Public Education of the individuals in those areas interest- 
Ministry of Transport, and The ed in the course should contact: 
Federal Government's Deport
ment of Fitness and Sport Branch. Corp. Jim Wallace 

"Another factor in this decrease Base Rec. Center 
is that more Red Cross trained C.F.B.C. Chatham 
instructors are in more areas Curtis Park, Chatham 

exposure teaching water safety and life
saving techniques." Lorraine Lanteigne

In addition to sessions in the R.R. ft 4, Site 3 
pool, there will be lectures, Box 22 
demonstrations and films, both at Bathurst, N.B. 
poolside and at the Red Cross 
Lodge, where ouj-of-town candid- Norman Theriault 
ates will be billeted.

Fredericton: Miss Kothi Culli bell. in less drownings."
nan, Miss Johanne Canam, Misi 
Deanna Hawkins.

Mr. Tobias ^aid "there has been 
0 drastic drop in deaths attributed 

Grand Falls: Miss Aline Gagne, to drowning in the province there 
Mr. Julien Marceau. «ere only 23 last year compared

Newcastle: Miss Karen Cireur- o 36 drownings the year before 
ak, Mr. Joe Hamilton. "This is a result ofMr. Tobias, Provincial Director 

for the Red Cross Water Safety 
Service confirmed today that there Jones, 
will be representatives from all

a greater
awareness of water ' safety" Mr. 
Tobias explained, "public educa- 

St. Stephen: Miss Bonnie Quinn, tion through media

St. Andrews : Miss Carolann By
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Ontario students stage sit in
Caraquet School of Fisheries 

Mr. Tobias also announced that Caraquet, N.B.secondary education.
The administration has refused 

to negotiate with the students, 
and has blocked access to the 
offices and disconnected the 
office's telephones.

The chajrperson Trent's student

"To date, 850 signatures have 
been collected."

According to McMaster Student 
Union vice-president Peter Hutton, 
the protesting students have 
received "quasi-support from the 
university administration."

"The administration also provid
ed two university security guards 
to ensure that no damage 
done to the financial awards 
office," said Hutton.

By DAVE POWIS
Students at three Ontario 

universities occupied administrat- 
tion offices lost week to protest 
cutbacks and the government's 
proposed student aid program. 
The occupation at Trent University 
began March 10 while those at 
Corleton and McMaster univer
sities started earlier Iasi week.

At Trent, seven students |,acj 
occupied. *he financial offices in 
protest over planned reductions in 
government spending on post-

Counselling service 
failureunion said that the majority of 

Trent students don't support the 
occupation.

"This
give you the number to call.

Dunphy said that she would not 
be here next fall but would set up 
the program so that whoever her 
replacement is can start right off 
in September.

Dunphy felt that the poor 
response was due to the short 
‘ime they have been in operation. 
She thinks that if advertising is put 
,n the Frosh Packs next fall and as 
veil in the Student Handoook that 
epsonse will be better next year. 

Sharon mentioned that there was 
a possibility that the group might 
not be operating, due to lack of 
response, but it was decided that 
there is a need for such a service 
and that it will continue.

Dunphy said that she would 
welcome any suggestions on how 
to improve the service and also 
anyone wishing to volunteer to 
help them out next year should 
also get in touch with her.

was By JEFF IRWINis an embarassing 
situation for most students who

Health services coordinator, 
Sharon Dunphy, said that the Peer 
Contraceptive Group was disap
pointed with the response over 
the past few months since their 
conception. The service was

are here to get an education," said 
Geoff Montreuil.

Fifteen members of the Corleton 
Committee Against Cutbacks had 

occupied acting university presi
dent John Porters office, in an 
effort to get Porter to suspend 
classes on March 16 so that 
students may take part in a 
planned march on Queen's Park.

The students, who began their 
sit-in on Wednesday, had asked 
the university Senate to take a 
public position against social 
service cutbacks. They are also 
demanding that the university 
open its budget process to 
students and faculty and that it 
renew efforts for a library 
extension.

Ron Lebi, vice-president of the 
Corleton University Student Assoc
iation, said that a petition 
campaign to support the suspen
sion of classes on the 16th had 
begun.

Students hod protested i the 
various levels parental
contribution, grant eligibility and 
requirements for independent 
status. They are seeking university 
Senate condemnation of the

on

byKBs student aid program, a five-year 
freeze on tuition fees and the 
abolition of differential fees for 
foreign students.

Hutton said that the student 
government is split over the 
occupation, which began on 
Tuesday.

conceived for anyone with 
questions about contraception or 
birth control. It consisted of a 
phone-in line which students could 
call on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays. Dunphy said that the

ArSIUPIPI FLY.'

service would continue until the 
close of the school year, but that 
the volunteers would not be there 
and that she would be taking the 
calls at her home. People wishing 
'o get in touch with her can do so 
iy calling the Student Health 
Tenter and asking for Sharon 
Dunphy, the operator on duty will

éj Some students don't agree with 
the idea of occupying the office," 
said Hutton.

'i
As The Lance went to, . ., . Press,

details of negotiations between 
the students and administrations 
at the three universities had not 
been made public. Attention!

graduting students

a ‘(P q CD
0

(The Lance)"TIES

OMygprHQQAi
Well it's that time once again ! 

The end of classes is drawing 
around and bringing with it a

everyone good fun. Thursday 
morning, is the Rehearsal at the 
Aitken Center followed sometime

cFoi Çeptisaitative êxewptm Jo* Commence Causes:
500 Ongaugatonat ^Bekaum is equwallait to ^BuA 2501 ^ 2502. 

-Mt 3223 JioK uAcct jai (RA 4228. certain amount of nostalgia for the later that morning with the Class 
graduates-to-be. After four or five Tree Planting and dedication of 
years of study and fun it's hard to the Colen B. MacKay Memorial. At 
believe that university won't be one o'clock the official GraduationRepresentative Exemptions for University 

of New Brunswick Commerce Courses
U.N.B.

there to fall back on in the coming ceremonies starts followed by a 
fall and that it's out into the world receP,ion at LadV Dunn Ha,t- Ear|y 
now to see all that hard work that evening is the Activities 
finally worth compensation.C.G.A. Awards Banquet open to everyone 

followed by music with the 
Thomists at the Graduation Ball101 Accounting (Introductory) 

108 Law
202 Mathematics of Finance
203 Statistics
221 Accounting (Intermediate)

BA 2201 and BA 3202 
BA 2710 
BA 2612 
BA 3601 and 3602 
BA 3231 - 2 Intermediate 
Accounting I and II 
Econ. 1000
BA 3220 or Man. Acct. BA 3221 
and 4221 Cost. Acct.

This year graduation promises 
to be something to be remember- starting at 9 o'clock, 
ed and shared by all starting with So graduates remember this is 
Extravaganza Wednesday night your time and watch for a further 
where the SUB is turned over to list of events and times in the 
the graduates. It promises to show Bruns.

ATTENTION UNB STUDENTS

The UNB Resident System will be operating a 
Hotel again this year with rates as follows:

Student Summer304 Economics 
311 Cost Accounting

SINGLE
$4.75

DOUBLE
$4.00BA 3223 Man. Acct. Daily

Weekend (or any 2 nights)
Long weekend (or any 3 nights) 
Weekly (7 nights)
Monthly (Summer Hotel)

and BA 4228 Cost. 
Computer Systems 2001 or 2002
BA 4222 Advanced Accounting 
BA 2501 and BA2502

8.50 7.00
9.0011.00

25.00
95.00 

All rates per person)

325 Computer Systems 
411 Accounting (Advanced) 
500 Organizational Behaviour 
516 Financial Controllership 
60V Policy

20.00
80.00■

(

BA 3411 and BA 3422 
BA 3111

Apply Men's Residence Office 
Open approximately May 1, 1978
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I. HISTORY: Xnteigne 
te 3 A Jacobin monk Fere Labat 

arrived vin St. Lucia on September 
25, 1700 landing at 5:00 a.m. on 
the Roseau River. The area around 
the river at that time, records 

"thick jungle" —

AJB. get- <
micoudv

tASTLUCIAlb

ririault
hool of Fisheries y\Labot, was 

enough to make him skeptical of 
fulfilling his wish to do some 
successful shooting. However, 
making his way along the 
pathways, he was able to bring 
down some birds including 
parrots. Winding his way through 
the "jungle", the roaming friar 
eventually reached a small colony 
of carpenters and woodsmen. 
Labot decided to spend the night 
with the men as they hod a 
sufficient store of barbecued wild 
pig and pigeon for him to realize 
“that one need not die of hunger". 
To complete his comfort and needs 
for the night, Labot sent off one of 
the men for his hammock, some 
biscuits, wine and brandy. Such is 
an early account of a visit to this 
Caribbean island by an early 
explorer.

St. Lucia, as far as it is known, 
was not discovered by Columbus. 
The first mention of the island 
occurs in a Spanish document 
dated 1511 and signed by King 
Ferdinand. In this document (Real 
Cedula), Ferdinand permits his 
subjects to make war on the Carib 
Indians. In 1605, a group of 67 
English seamen from the ship 
Olive Blossom put to shore on St. 
Lucia. Only 19 of these first 
settlers escaped with their lives. 
The first permanent settlement of 
St. Lucia was attempted by the 
English in the late 1630's and 
lasted 18 months before natives 
forced them to abandon the 
island. Next to settle the island 
was a group of colonizers from the 
French West Indies Company. The 
French maintained settlements till 
1663 when 15 Barbadian planters 
bought the island (its Carib name 
was Hewanorra) from "Indian 
Warner", a son of Sir Thomas 
Warner and a Carib woman. 
Governor Willoughby of Barbados 
then mounted an expedition and 
seized control of the island for the 
British. The possession of the 
island went bock and forth 
between the French and English 
14 times from 1667 to 1796. 
Finally, in 1803, the British took 

for good. The 19th century

I.B.

?rvice
tropical bees by simply locating a 
nest in the forest and smoking out 
the inhabitants. Sugar cane used 
to be the prime local export but 
markets dwindled after the 
Second World War when other 
■stands (such as Cuba) started 
producing and Europe discovered 
the sugar beet. At present, 
bananas harvested year-round are 
the primary export, but Brazil is 
coming on strong with bigger and 
better bananas that are produced 
at a lower price than the St. Lucian 
growers can compete with.

Local artists and craftsmen have 
their work for sale in local shops 
and market places. The islands 
most renowned craft items are 
straw goods, hand silkscreened 
printed cloth, tortoise 
jewellery, mahagony and wood 
carvings, bracelets of tropical 
shells and seedwork, cone 
furniture and finally, unglazed 
pottery. The famous unglazed St. 
Lucian coalpot is a type of West 
Indian hibachi made of a heavy 
reddish-brown clay that is used for 
roasting food. Coal is placed in its 
lower section and acts as the heat 
source. Modern North American 
items of technology are not 
common anywhere on the island 
and as a consequence, items like 
the coalpot get high use by the 
native St. Lucian.

average night temperatures of 24 
degrees C. Day temperatures 
were usually 27 degrees C with 
the beach water a beautiful 22 
degrees C. Water on the Atlantic 
side of the island is usually cold 
and clear blue while the 
Caribbean side is turquoise green 
and warm. At night time, the 

Caribbean trade winds

St. Lucia is an Associated State 
of Great Britain at present with a 
Governor appointed by the British 
Crown and a Premier elected by 
the people of the island. The 
House of Assembly is comprised of 
17 elected members (5-year 
terms), 3 nominated members, an 
Attorney General, and a Speaker 
elected by the Assembly mem
bers. Island affairs are administer
ed to by a Cabinet made up of the 
Premier and 5 Ministers. The local 
towns and villages hove their own 
elected Councils.
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warm
provide a comfortable relief from 
the ever-present salty, humid air.

The island is rich in flowering 
vegetation year-round and causes 
a bombardment to the visual 
faculties for a Canadian in 
December. Our pre-ChristmasII. GEOGRAPHY:

break provided the sighting of 
flowering pointsettas and ripening 
almonds from huge almond trees 
found on the beaches, not to 
mention the many other flowering 
plants which added fragrance to 
the warm tropical air. Other 
unusual and interesting plant-life 
included tall coconut trees, 
banana plants, shak-shak trees, 
bamboo, cacao trees (from which 
they derive chocolate from the 
ripe pods) and rubber trees to 
name but a few. The climate also 
pr ivides the proper conditions to 
support the growth of oranges, 
lemons, grapefruit, plantane, 
mangoes, guava and tangerines. 
Honey is harvested from the wild

Geographically speaking, the 
27 miles by 14 miles of varied 
natural scenery is situated on a 
rugged volcanic formation found 
21 miles south of French-owned 
Martinique and 110 miles north
west of the Barbados. The 
estimated population (over 80 
percent is African) is around 
113,000 and the main languages 
spoken are English and Patois. 
Patois is a combination of English 
and French but forms a dialect not 
easily associated with either 
language. Temperature can vary 
between 16 and 32 degrees C but 
our visit in December saw sunny 
weather 13 out of the 14 days with

shell
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over
brought peace and prosperity to 
St. Lucia. In the early part of the 
century, slave trade dwindled until 
on August 1,1838, slavery was 
abolished. The islahd was built up 
with roads and fortifications in the 
19th century as plantations 
thrived.

Past explorers to St. Lucia, "The 
Helen of The West Indies", have 
left their influence on the land and 
the people. French and British 
settlers controlled this influence

»

r -j?
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ir. -□ Student Summer
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DOUBLE
$4.00 while there still continues to exist 

some Spanish traces from the long 
gone explorers of the Spanish 
Armada days. Huge fires in 1927 
and 1948 destroyed the islands' 
Georgian architecture while the 
Victorian style continues to exist 
in such local Castries buildings as 
the library and the Governors' 
Residence.

7.00
9.00

20.00
80.00
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iV. TRAVEL TIPS:

;.

If one were to consider 
travelling to St. Lucia, the 
following advice is worth consider
ing especially if you ore a student. 
The best time to go would be at 
low season sometime in the fall 
until just before Christmas. This is 
when the travel packages are 
cheapest and the climate most 
pleasant. Transportation and 
accomodation would be all

~rnX
III. TRANSPORTATION:

*• ,»* A
»IE

Transportation on the island is 
mainly by jitneys (reconverted 
flatbed trucks and small pick-ups 
to act as buses for as many locals 
as you can push into the back of 
one), small privately-owned cars, 
motorcycles and bicycles. The 
average islander ten years ago 
was a menace on the road for not 
only was the driving convention on 
the British left-hand side of the 
road, but the rugged island terrain 
provided too much of a challenge 
to the usually uneducated driver 
who understood little of the rules 
of the road and sped wildly around 
the narrow, winding routes. 
Today, the overall driving skill has 
improved but the roads off of the 
main routes haven't.

Travel to and from the island is 
accomplished by two methods. 
Locals mainly commute between 
islands in the Leeward Island 
chain of the Caribbean via their 
boats. Grenada, Martinique, St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent are a few of the 
islands in this chain which 
any two adjacent islands usually 
not separated by any more than 
twenty miles. To travel further one 
takes to the air. St. Lucia has two 
airports while the Leeward Islands 
have their own airway called 
LIAT, which flies mainly old 
commercial planes like the 
Convair and Viscount, although 
others and even DC-3's are used. 
Many tourists' planes can be seen 
landing at either airport.

One big problem with operating 
any type of vehicle on St. Lucia is 
that of maintenance. Parts for cars 
may be on order from the 
Barbados or even as far away as 
Australia or England. It is little 
wonder one sees the state of 
disrepair prevalent with most 
forms of transportation. The 
economy is not developed to a 
point where technology and 
business is good enough to 
support the purchase of new 
planes, cars, etc. every year and 
hence one often sees old 
transportation modes run out of 
necessity and lack of alternatives. 
The average local also knows next 
to nothing about how things work

from the car he's driving to a 
telephone or anything mechanical. 
Gas on the island is expensive.

They pay about the same as we 
pay in Canada for a gallon of gas 
but they earn far less on the 
average per day for those who 
work (unemployment is estimated 
to run around 40 percent.). A 
banana plantation worker may 
earn $8.00 East Caribbean per day 
but this is in East Caribbean 
dollars (which is British) and $1.00 
E.C. is equivalent to $0.38 U.S.. 
So you can see gas is expensive 
to ,hem. A new small foreign car 
will run them into $8,000 to 
$11,000 E.C. At any rate, the 
island is beautiful and problems of 
transportation can be overcome 
with acceptance of small incoven- 
iences; over-zealous cab drivers 
abound on the streets of the cities. 
Cars can be rented for. about $25. 
U.S. per day. (Terrific little 2-seat 
Suzuki four-wheel drives can also 
be rented for about the same 
price.)

■

one
would want to buy if you were to 
go to stay at the Halcyon Sands 
Hotel near Castries. I would 
recommend staying near Castries 
for this is where most tourists 
and most things are happening. 
Castries offers the tourist things to 
see such as the craft shops, 
market places, restaurants, gro
cery stores, airport and beach. 
Hotel food can be quite expensive 
and a much better deal can be 
found at little restaurants such as 
the "Wicki Up" in Castries 
Harbour. The main accent of food 
is Creole and most meats are 
available curried. Rum is locally 
produced and cheap to buy. Food 
at the market is great and goes for 
a low price for those who are 
willing to mix with the market- 
goers, bicker over prices, and run 
the risk of getting pick-pocketed.

The available tours around the 
island for tourists can prove to be 
expensive and a little asking 
around can probably put you in 
touch with a local who can provide 
the same service at a lower price. 
The night life is not great but often 
the local hotels will feature 
evening bars with a steelband for 
your enjoyment. Natives are good 
at soliciting money from tourists 
on beaches in return for their 
homecrafts but beware of inflated 
price ranges.

There are certain places which 
are a must to see if you wish to get 
a wide range of exposure to the 
people and the island. They 
include the Pitons, the sulphur 
springs, the Holiday Inn, Anse 
Chastenet, the banana planta
tions, the Green Parrot Restaurant 
on Morne Mountain and nearly 
Perfumery, the Craft Village, 
Bogshaws, the Still Restaurant, 
Mariqot Bay, and the general area 
around Castries and Cap Estate. 
This covers alot of ground and 
includes many things to see. If you 
wish to have your own lot and 
2-bedroom summer house at Cap 
Estate, the price would only come 
to $29,900 U.S. and would put you 
in the very posh part of the island. 
A government-organized coopera
tion service will also rent 
house when you don't use it, 
making for a very attractive, 
economic venture. Tourists on the 
island generally come primarily 
from Britain, Sweden, Germany, 
the United States and Canada.
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1 »IV. POLITICS.

The political climate of the 
country is a matter of concern. The 
island is over-populated; there is 
not enough productivity to raise 
the standard of living of the 
average worker; England is 
exploiting the raw resources of St. 
Lucia and further exploits via 
trade agreements to buy finished 
products from England once they 
process such raw goods; the local 
natives ore exploited by their own 
people like plantation owners who 
are in positions to change this 
system; finally, the people want 
independence from Britain. This 
above statement is for the 
most part sad. It made me wonder 
how a people so rich in natural 
beauty of surroundings and 
resources could be so poor off 
economically and politically. Their 
educational system is inadequate 
in so far as it does not allow 
enough emphasis on training the 
locals to run their own affairs. The 
average native I talked to wanted 
the wrong things to copy from the 
North American lifestyle and 
learned that it was desirable to do 
the least amount of work possible 
to attain this desired end. In 
downtown Castries I walked by a 
poorly built house that had a 
sound system blasting out some 
calypso songs while its inhabitants 
sat around in comparitive poverty. 
Such are the paradisical and harsh 
realities of a locals' life in St. 
Lucia.
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VI. CONCLUSION:

At any rate, for a holiday on the 
least spoiled Caribbean island, St. 
Lucia is a real bargain. The flavor 
of life in the West Indies is a 
totally unique style and the 
climate most favorable. This trip is 
one never to be forgotten by those 
who wish to indulge.
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VI. CONCLUSION:
.

At any rate, for a holiday on the 
least spoiled Caribbean island, St. 
Lucia is a real bargain. The flavor 
of life in the West Indies is a 
totally unique style and the 
climate most favorable. This trip is 
one never to be forgotten by those 
who wish to indulge.
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Beat
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Molly Oliver

On their way 
to the charts

By MARC

If someone in 
breakup, asked yc 
would make i1 
probably figure 
wouldn't becau: 
drummer, Georg 
cause he

By SARAH INGERSOLL eight were penned by band 
member Bruce Wheaton. The 9th, 

MOLLY OLIVER - Bruce Wheaton, "Carry On", is a Crosby, Stills and 
vocals and guitar; Michael Leggat, Nash tune, 
backing vocals and keyboards;
Larry Maillet, vocals and guitar; these days, there are no bad or 
Carson Richards, bass guitar; weak spots here. However, there 
Dutch Schultz, drums. Open Up; are 
You didn't Listen to Me; Somebody ones; songs that could be released 
New in My Eyes; Greet Your as singles. Three sure picks are: 
Neighbour; Straight In My Head; "Open Up", a lyrical rock 'n roll 
Where Do We Go; Rock and Roll number, featuring Wheaton on 
Music; Living a Dream; Carry On main vocals, with excellent

harmony provided by Maillet and 
If you like rock n roll, then you’ll Leggat. A good choice for first 

love Molly Oliver's upcoming single release. "Somebody New in 
album. Even though this is the My Eyes" - a few revolutions 
band's first album (not yet slower than "Open Up", once 
released), it has the crisp, tight again featuring Wheaton, good 
sound of professionalism. Produc- clean sound accentuated by 
lion, cleanliness of sound and strings. Good pick for second 
performance are all key factors in release. There are a number of 
deciding whether or not to cuts remaining, each of which 
purchase this album, and in these could be single material, the most 
areas, little, or no, fault can be obvious being "Straight In My 
found.

II wasi
songwriter, and I 
bottle between J 
Let's look at each <

John Lennon sta 
with a string of hi 
albums. "Plastic ( 
imagine" were e> 

His singles, ir 
Turkey", "Give Pe 
instant Karma", 
People", "Mother", 
Yes, it looked like 
somewhat help 
would dominate t 
Unfortunately Joh 
political and relec 
double album "So 
City". Strike one, 
1972 "Happy Xn 
better and it is 
every Christmas 
followed with "Mil 
Walls and Bride 

included the title t 
a powerful single 
Bridges" was much 
cial. John in '75 fo 
controversial "Rot 
which included th< 
by Me".

Other than this J

Unlike a lot of LP's released

exceptionally goodsome

t
and musicianship by all members 
of the band. Excellent choice for 
third release.

not single material.
Two other songs, "Rock and Roll 

Music and "Living a Dream", are 
both very good, but run too long to 
be considered for singles, unless, 
of course, they can be cut. "Rock 
and
foot-stomping, hand-clapping tune 
features a rather unique portion of 
jungle noises, provided by various 
members of the band. "Living a 
Dream" is a beautiful, lyrical 
number, featuring Maillet's voice

but would have to be cut a lot as it 
runs approximately seven min
utes.

All in all, this LP demonstrates 
the exceptional musicianship of 
Molly Oliver. This, coupled with 
near-perfect sound, instills a 
feeling that, with the proper 
promotion, the album could 
definitely put them on the charts.

Keep your eyes open for the 
album; it will be well worth it to 
make the purchase.

"Greet Your Neighbour" shows 
that Wheaton was influenced 
somewhat by The Beatles, as this 
cut resembles the style used in the 
1967-70 period when those "fab 
four" released "Back in the USSR", 
and "Revolution". Vocals very 

Head" - a little bit heavier rock good, fine show on keyboards by 
Of the nine cuts on the album, than the rest with strong vocals Leggat - good tune but probably

Roll Music", a great

Slyder

Poor leception in F'ton; barred from Springhill
they were very aware there were violence, 
a lot of empty choirs.

Springhill, N.S. reacted to Slyder Fredericton nor Springhill was fair 
Fredericton didn't fall in love with in a different way. The school to Slyder.
Slyder. The band played here two board there barred them from 
nights. Friday they attracted a performing in the
good crowd but not a full house, schools. There was some trouble Eatmon said.
By the end of the last set they had at a high school dance where the

By FORREST ORSER hut they perform other people's
It seems to me that neither music just a bit differently from new style of rock and roll, our own

other bands. There's a hint of style."
originality in their performance

"We try to hype the people up which leads me to believe they Amherst, N.S. Eatmon is from
district's but we don't try to incite violence," may in time develop a style of rock Saint John. Bill Oulton, guitarist, is

from Amherst. Drummer Ivon

Eatmon agreed. "We have a

It would be fair to say
Oulton is originally from; \\UKIVI

and roll all their own.
And while Slyder isn't a great

many people clapping and moving band played. Lead singer Tom rock band, yet, they already know Slyder's bass player, he said, "We
Eatmon said the school board how to really rock and roll. They

When I talked with Dick Oulton, Doiron grew up in Tracadie.
But as I said, Slyder isn't a great 

listen to everything and we do a rock band yet. They did several 
Saturday night the crowd was decided his dancing was perverse seem to enjoy playing together. lot of people's music, but with our Led Zepplin songs, most of which 

small and the band played as if and the band tended to incite They do little of their own material own sound."

The New Bruns 
has published 
"UKIYO-E ART FOR 

written by Robert P, 
Curator. It is th 
concentrating on 
subject ever to be 
New Brunswick 
book published 
Department of the 

In his book,

with the music.
a nev

didn't come close to the power of 
the original versions. Their 
performance of the Rolling Stones’ 
"Brown Sugar" was terrible. They 
did a fair job on the Stones' 
"Honky Tank Women," however.

I found the songs I enjoyed most 
were ones I'd never heard before.

Lesson in stayin'alive 
from the Bee Gees

am

On these songs I could simply 
enjoy Slyder's music without 
comparing it to the original, higl ly 

this writing the band had the honors at this year's Grammy successful recordings.
But after all, it is not the ability NBYO1

By JOHN ROCKWELL British rock in an unthreatening 
way. He was pretty much 
universally dismissed by anybody 
who cared deeply about rock, and 

a the relative failure of his follow-up 
I'm in You album allowed critics to 
breath a collective sigh of relief.

Fleetwood Mac's even greater 
commercial triumph suggested 
that it was possible to blend the 
mellow-rock tendencies of the 70s 
with real rock energy and 
genuinely personal, moving poetic 
and musical concerns. The success 
of Rumours made us critics feel 

was an 
was

also popular, and thus able to 
pump new life into the flagging 

Why the Bee Gees? This is a trio corpse of a populist esthetics, 
of English-born, Australian-bred 
brothers who have been perform
ing together for 22 years (with an populists are back to square one. 
endlessly shifting assortment of Their songs boast a distinctive, 
instrumentalists). In the 60s they 1 catchy appeal. But they aren't very 
were Beatles clones; now they are profound or important, falling in 
disco clones, albeit with a critical approval somewhere bet- 
distinctive, whiny urgency.

Frampton's ascendancy told us machine, 
that America wanted a squeaky 
clean male sex symbol who could really amazing triumph tell us 
recycle the signatures of 60s about ourselves? (At the time of

number-one album with Saturday Awards were both movie theme 
Night Fever and five — count 'em songs — "You Light Up My Life" *° copy other groups note for not 

five singles in the Billboard and "Evergreen", from A Star Is that makes a great rock band. If 
magazine top 10 either composed Born - or that John Williams won you've ever listened to the 196jP 
and performed by them or three Grammies for his Star Wars recording of the Beatles at the Star 
composed by them and performed music. Robert Stigwood is clearly a Club, Hamburg, you might agree.

Slyder is a young band. . Its

Every few months America 
seems to have a new musical 
litmus test of its mood 
pop-music act that is massively, 
over whelmingly popular. It used 
to be that a record would reach

The New Brun 
Orchestra will 
the atmosphere of th 
to Banff for the Corn 
of Youth Orchestra 
perform their final c 
season here at th. 
Sunday April 2 at 2 

Their concert 
the one

recr<

by younger brother Andy or by 
Samantha Sang.)

very clever man, and the
popularity of the Bee Gees (whom current members have only been 
he manages) reinforces the together eight months and their

First of all, whatever else it success of Saturday Night Fever average age is 21.
must be, truly popular pop music (which he produced) and vice
has to be entertaining and, as 
often as not, danceable. The Bee Of the three dominant pop acts negotiating its release. The lyrics 
Gees provide both. Second, while of the past two years, however, if were written by Eatmon and the 
the creative impetus behind is Fleetwood Mac who has the real music composed by the band. As 
hard-core disco may be losing its claim to lasting artistic import- performed in Fredericton, it 
focus, disco as a commercial force ance. The Bee Gees can tell us a sounded like a completely 
has never been healthier. At the lot about disco, Hollywood, acceptable rock song,
same time that disco innovators conglomerate inbreeding and our Based in Moncton, the band has 
are broadening (and diffusing?) desire for pure entertainment, played Quebec and the four
the style in the direction of swing They will no doubt be around Atlantic Provinces. They have
(Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah cranking out successful pop fodder approximately $18,000 worth of 
Band) or electronics (Donna in one style or another for decades equipment and travel with a 
Summer), the Bee Gees fused the to come. But when future lightman and a soundman. They 
disco beat with schlock-rock and generations look back on the 70s, have on elaborate light and stage

it's Fleetwood Mac they’ll listen to show, little of which was seen in 
Last, the group's success points with the greatest, deepest Fredericton because they were

up the increasingly strong bonds pleasure. working on a small stage,
between hit records and hit films. Their stage show is all
It was no accident that the two (John Rockwell is a music critic for spontaneous, Eatmon said. "No
tunes that shared song-of-the-year The New York Times.)

the top of the sales charts (singles 
or albums), stay there for a 
moderate length of time and then 
be supplanted by something else.
Now, an artist or a group ascends 
to the top spot and just sits, 
staring down on the challengers.
In 1976 it was Peter Frampton; in very good, for here 
1977 it was Fleetwood Mac; so far indisputably great band that 
in 1978 it's the Bee Gees.

They have recorded a single, 
"Rock and Roll Dude", and are

pro, 
they s 

performed at the Bar 
Canadian work, Rol 
Opening Night, the 
ment of the Violin Cc 
in E Major by J.S. Bat 
Khachaturian's suite 
the ballet Spartacus. 
conducted by Nl 
conductor and 
Rodney McLeod.

Solist for the I 
Concerto will be the 
assistant

versa.

With the Bee Gees, we critical mu

concertmi 
Sabat. One of 10 Nl 
from Fredericton, Ma 
playing with the oi 
three years now. He 
old and a grade 8 
Albert Street Junior 1 

The 54 member orcl

made a fortune.
ween Frampton and the Big Mac

So what does the Bee Gees'

thing is rehearsed."
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Beatles up and 
down since break-un

> 1

By MARC PEPIN anything since 197 1 and is now in Beatles.
Japan for one year with his wife. Hang in there George'
He won’t be releasing any Ringo Starr is the surprise of all

vou would 7 ° Wu f ye'- J°hn ,e,t ,our of ,hem He released two

°3, ;hr„.pT^d 'fpp“r Ærs:songwriter, and It looked like a Thewdms lives onTtMs Grealest rF *° be 'he bes' post
bottle between John and Paul hits album is worth b n ,'a,e sm9*e ever released in
Let s look at each one individually. George HaMsan has" orobablv 06X1 $in?,e in 1971 d*d

John Lennon started off the best done the shiftiest However his !®ry we • °n att<j,ckMon Paul ,l,led
with a string of hits and excellent first two triple albums were #1 J8"'! j Boogaloo In 1972 he
albums. "Plastic Ono Band" and albums of the year for 1970 and ° !|Pf?d m?[.e hme Wl,hrxirssoib“c:,'dFrF “d
Turkey ', "Give Peace A Chance", George's singles thoU years bSs ^n^ ^he^hit^ ^Yo'3 h°rrible albums' ^Cartney, Farm". His triple LP "Wings over

Instant Karma, Power to the included "What is Life", "My Sweet Sixteen" Oh m aa " Ram 1 and Wildlife the latter America is perhaps one of the
People", “Mother", and "Imagine". Lord", and "Bangladesh* 1972 "Photoaranh" Th.* V = • sbou,d never have been released, best triple live albums
Yes, it looked like John with the George meditated and in 1973 his high poinHn 1974 heTeleasecfhi! a'F"” °P 7 ,h®n included ' Uncle released including the hit single
somewhat he p of Yoko Ono, "Living in the Material World" was second best album Goodniaht I* FL i l0"» ,Another Day"- " Maybe I'm Amazed" His single
would dominate the other three, severely criticized. Only "Give Me Vienna" with the hits No No 'ooked llke P°ul was on ,he wane. Mull of Kyntyre is now the #1
Unfortunately John became very Love" is worth mentioning. His Song" "Only You" and the tide Th®n, everyfhin9 ,'orned around *ong in Britain and has sold over
political and released a horrible "Dark Horse" album was the low trnrk Thon hi a i u i ! and his career skyrocketed. His 2.500,000 copies. His album
doubie dbum "Sometime in N.Y. point of his career. His voice was released two comme ciaf IP s i** ,Rose Speedway included My London Town" is out in a couple
City . Strike one, this single in .hot on the album and it should Rinao's Roonvnt„ro" !nJ L?ve. and some excellent bass of days. Watch out for it The
1972 Happy Xmas" did much have read "Dark Hoarse" instead. the 4th" hHs include Hev Babv" -F'rf9' ^ 0,1 knOW how 9ood ‘ami,y man should also have a
better and it is usually played "Oh Not Him Again" in 75 and a DnWnl » rl, ' Hi" bJ Band on the Run" was with 4 hits, greatest hit album
every Christmas holiday. John provided him with the hit “You" l , FF R° ' ' His "Venus and Mars" included the
fallowed with "Mind Gamps" and L it still Zn t the bes^George 9 °" * '0,,er ^

■ W|a !|S j°Ld Bpld9es ■ The first could do. Only his 1976 album 33
included the title track which

If someone in 1971, after the 
breakup, asked you which 'Beetle' 
would make it,

• 1
t

$ '

z
4 7 SA

ever
cut a lot as it 
seven min-

demonstrates 
sicianship of 
coupled with 

instills a 
the proper 

Ibum could 
m the charts, 
ipen for the 
II worth it to

out very soon. 
To conclude, George and John

Donrlu ,u L . ... very hl,s R°ck Show and Listen to started out very slrona onrl fnrlort

lit album is i t' ,u 9rnea,es! wha' ,he Man Said and was a very Paul started out shift a.!d thïn
.... was 1/3 established him again as a Ringo Starr" Watch for hU next LP 9°°d olbum 1975 Then he look over, and Ringo always hung

a powerful single and "Walls and songwriter. The album is his best ouMn April titled "Bad Bov" and F FT A> 'he "lere' Since ,he breakup, they
Bridges was much more commer- since 1971 and it included "This hut i P . , , B y , Speed of Sound which included have produced 36 hit sinolos nnrl ’
cial. John in 75 followed with the Sana" and Cm! u p , F ,elevlS,on speclal APrd 26 with ,he #1 song of 1976 Silly Love have released 34 Lit 9 F
controversial 'Rock Rol, LP" Ï.oVÏprÏÏnïÆi,S”P Songs Let em fn " ^

£"*•',hi si"sl* 's,“"d irjsrri st-urit wrr
Ot that one side has his hits with the He s.o„ed op, v."y ° Mil, with" "HU.n'" Week'" ."d w’, I’™.*'., ^ * !"We have a 

roll, our own

inally from 
non is from 
n, guitarist, is 
mmer Ivon 
racadie. 
ir isn’t a great 
f did several 
nost of which 
the power of 
sions. Their 
lolling Stones’ 
terrible. They 

the Stones’ 
n," however, 
enjoyed most 
heard before, 
could simply 
jsic without 
riginal, higl ly

"UKIYO-E Art for the People"
The New Brunswick Museum introduces 

has published a new book entitled woodblock print in Japan between 
UKIYO-E ART FOR THE PEOPLE" the 17th and 19th Centuries, 

written by Robert Percival, the Art popularly known as the UKIYO-E 
Curator. It is the first book era, which translated means 
concentrating on a Fine Art Pictures of the Passing World' in 
subject ever to be published in which' the artists portrayed the 
New Brunswick and the first art glamorous but somewhat trdns- 
book published by the Art ient delights which materialized in 
Department of the Museum.

In his book, Mr.

the art of the Shogunate power.

Although there are 
publications by eminent 
historians

who were both leading pupils of Museum. Mr. Percival said that 
many the great Toyokuni 1 (1968-1825), this is an extremely important 

. ar' °'a*e master of the popular Actor Canadian collection The onlv
on the Japanese Print, Prints of the famous Japanese other collections of on, • -r 

Mr. Percival has attempted to Kabuki Theatre. The book sket- cance in Cnnndo u u J9"', ' 
bring the rather complex subject ches the collosal impact of the Montreal Museum o7Fin! Ar* t’he
u* I PU.bllC; Qt ° P°puar r,a,he,r pn,nf on ,he woHd °f Japanese art Royal Ontario Museum andlhe Art 

than a collectors or scholars level, and presents a detailed account of Gallery of Greater Victoria he 
by weaving the story of the 'he technical process involved in said Victoria, he
Ukiyo-e around two Japanese producing a woodcut print. It 
artists - Kunisoda and Kuniyoshl illustrates this

I

♦he City of Tokyo through th 
Percival social, and political rulings of the

p new
Ukiyo-e. Art for the People has 

l , , . process wi,h a retail price of $5.50 per copy and
woodb|roack ,or n T QU,hen'IC wi" be on sale a, the Museum and
KYOMASn ,Jue prmt by mony bookshops and Museums in
KYOMASU in the 17th century (in Canada

Ol youth Orchestras when ,h.v e, The only sym Xny “o,"ko DoZ^0'7*“!: P™1’ >>V »„.e „„i„, wh«h compte, e * ““X'
perform the,, Imol cone, of ,h. New B,on,wick. I„ Lin p„cp„,e ".cm* whh 2teZL « T,° . ° ?' 100 ,o be exhibited

="yÆro,to"t- H FF Fkd P1 ’ ,herbdi, „ob. motion, fcom Oboo, „ îo

Ïïti; coSc’^o h” ;,o=l --

in E Major by J.s. Bach; and Aram selected to study and perform with Brunswick 9 YoLth ° Oh
theabaMeUtrSpnartawse They 'willbe hTAQfewNhLvrdecided 0rCh7 con,ribu,ion fo ,he cultural life^of 
condoced by NBVo', own |1 J^e ronk,“S | ond porficoinr,,

Rodney,lMeleod dl'*C'°’ ^'Vofo”'. ‘T’*”1' mo.l=io">. -hTSo.ron, of°te2

Solist for the Bach Violin wi h the NBYo Ts^' *mS Playh°USe h°Ve elec,ed fo make °
Concerte will be ,h« ofchesteos lZ,rV«PV ’°

assistant concertmaster Mnrr Tho . , orchestra. The formal présenta-
Sabat One of 10 NBYO nln chestra, during its lion of this gift will be held at the
jouai, une oi iu NBYO players existence, has gained recognition Concert Anri I 9
from Fredericton, Marc has been across Canada and abroad It has P '
p aymg wi h the orchestra for participated in three Festival of 
three years now. He is 12 years fouth 
old and a grade 8 student at 
Albert Street Junior High School.

The 54 member orchestra which

NBYO at Playhouse April 2s.
tot the ability 
i note for not 
rock band. If 
to the 196ÎT 

les at the Star 
might agree, 
îg band. .Its 
ve only been 
ths and their

led a single, 
Je", and are 
se. The lyrics 
mon and the 
the band. As 
idericton, it 

completely
■

the one

serious

9-
Rick Lee says that all the hits are heard on CHSR 

700 but so are the Oldie Goldies. Keep listening!
1. Who was the first to leave the Byrds9
2. What year did Sam Cooke die?
3. When did CCR form.
4. What is the number one song of all time9
5. Who writes the songs for Dr. Hook?
6. What was Donovan’s first hit?
7. Where is Golden Earring from?
8. Who died with Buddy Holly?
9. Who is Reg Dwight?
10. Who did Neil Sedaka write “Oh Carol"

n „ n n .......

the band has 
id the four 

They have 
300 worth of 
□vel with a 
indman. They 
ght and stage 
i was seen in 
s they were 
stage, 

low
in said. "No-

Tickets for the NBYO concert on
„ , , „ Sunday, April 2 at 2:30 p.m. can be
Orchestras at Banff, obtained at the Playhouse or from 

performed at Expo 67, at the orchestra members. Adults $2 
National Arts Centre in Ottawa, students and senior citizens $T 
and represented Canada at the family $5.
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Heavy rock for 
appreciate crowd

1I

-*

By MIKE MACKINNON

On Tuesday night, March 21st, 
the French group Octobre played 
at the Fredericton High School. 
The band is made up of Pierre 
Flynn, who played keyboards and 
sang lead solos. Jean Dorais is the 
guitar player for the group, 
playing lead, occoustic, six and 
twelve string guitar. He also 
provides back up vocals with 
Mario Legare. Mario plays bass. 
The fourth member and drummer/ 
percussionist for the group is 
Pierre Hebert.

The concert was two hours of 
heavy rock. There was not one but 
three drum solos, the third being 
near the end of the show. There 
was also a lengthy bass solo by 
Mario which showed his ability as 
a bass player.

Pierre Flynn played accoustic 
piano, electric paino, organ and

msynthesizer. His vocals 
strong. He was an excellent, all 
around singer. During the show he 
moved from one keyboard to 
another. He opened the concert 
sitting on the side of the stage in 
the shadows singing a song that 
started out slow.

Many of their songs had slow 
starts that built up in tempo with 
sudden endings. Jean Dorais had 
some excellent guitar leads to 
help build up this beat.

Their bass player. Mario Legare, 
was very good. His solo was one of 
the few I've heard and certainly 
one of the best. The only 
complaint I've heard is that it 
would be better on guitar. Even so 
it proved his great talent on bass. 
He was the liveliest and most 
colorful of the four members. He 
came up close to the audience and 
danced around.

Iwere very

V •' t$>
ti > r>m 'Ac mt i às.'Mr f

,1 CTvn : ByKATHH\ , ’
!

| In his end 
Jim Murray 
president ren 
"must be a cor 
the balance be 
finances in the 
emphasis on li 
. . making e 
or monitor" fi 

One of hi 
recommendati

1t

The lighting was good but not thought they were in St. John. A Their enthusiam was rewarded by
overly exciting. It was good for the small insult to all us residents in a two-song encore which was very
high school location. They Fredericton. much in line with the rest of the
encountered some technical diffi- There was a fairly good crowd show, 
culties late in the show. They there, considering the size of the
shorted one amplifier but this 
soon taken care of.

i
’ Overall it was an excellent

auditorium. The people enjoyed concert, well received andwas very
the concert and shoved their enjoyable. The price was right; 

One other complaint is they approval by asking for an encore. $2.50 for shows of great music. R€
Compassionate aggressive photo exhibit

The New Brunswick Museum 
has announced the opening of 

f the most unusual exhibitions to 
arrive at the Saint John Institution 
in many years. The exhibition is 
called "The Camera and Dr.
Barnardo', and consists of literally 
hundreds of photographs of 
children. These, however, are 
photographs with some very great 
differences. They are all original 
old photographs taken between 
1874 and 1905 in England, and 
more important they are not 
family photographs arranged by 
frnd parents as gifts for doting 
grandparents. They are photo
graphs of children in the Dr.
Barnardo children’s homes.

Harvey McLeod of the museum's 
Extension Department explained 
that to understand the photo
graphs, some knowledge of Dr.
Barnardo and his work was 
necessary. He said that Dr.
Barnardo was one of the 
nineteenth century England's 
greatest humanitarians, a man 
who has been described as 
"compassionate, aggressive, flam
boyant, and tenderhearted to the 
point of sentimentality. As a very 
young man he was shocked and 
deeply moved by the dreadful 
living conditions of thousands and 
thousands of homeless children 
who could be found wandering in 
England's industrial slums.

To assist what he called "street 
arabs ", or "little pilgrims of the

The Universi 
wick Board of ( 
Tuesday upon < 
residence ratr 

academic year 
Room and b 

increase $50 
three per cent 
double room wi 
$1,850, 

multiple $1,550 

House and 

apartments will

as permitted t 
Rent Review A<

night" he created a series of played on the sentimentality of his
homes to take them in, give them supporters. "Nevertheless",
food, clothing, shelter and the 
chance to learn a trade. The 
homes became known as E.O.D.'s, 
an abbreviation of their policies
which were stated as "Ever Open of Victorian children.
Doors".

In order to provide his 
thousands of children with 
employment and healthy living 
conditions, Dr. Barnardo establish- 
eo centres in Canada to receive 
them and to find apprenticeships 
for them, mainly on the farms of 
the new country. Between 1868 
and 1914 about 25,000 child 
immigrants came to Canada to 
work on the farms and in the 
houses of the rapidly - expanding 
nation.

Dr. Barnardo was unique in 
many ways in his approach to his 
life's work. The one that has made 
possible the exhibition at the 
museum was his use of the 
comparatively new art of photo
graphy to maintain a record of the 
children who entered his homes.

As each child was taken in, he or 
she was photographed, often in 
the clothes they were wearing.
The earliest photographs 
often posed to make the children 
more appealing. Mr. McLeod 
explained that Dr. Barnardo relied 
on public philanthropy to pay for 
the very great expenses the 
homes incurred, and that he often

trulv appalling conditions from 
he which the children came.

faces, many of them with eye 
other deformity 

and most of them just totally 
unexceptional. Occasionally a 
face looks 
intelligence, strength, or beauty 
that it is difficult to believe it has 
vanished leaving no more mark."

"The Camera and Dr. Barnardo" 
will be on display in the King 
George VI Hall of the 
until April 24.

one disease or some
i said, "many of the photographs 

were made only as records, and 
they provide a valuable and *^e National Portrait Gallery of 
fascinating record of a whole class London, England and is travelling

in Canada under the sponsorship 
of the National Museum of Man 

The exhibition also contains and the Public Archives of Canada, 
photographs and drawings of The exhibition catalogue, prepar- 
some of England's slums, and ed in England, refers to "... the

ceaseless flow of children's

The exhibition was prepared by
out with such

sped
museumvisitors can obtain an idea of the

i

Another
success CHSR Top 40

<By KATHRYN WAKELING 11) Emotion - Samantha Sang - Private Stock (1)
12) Just the way you are - Billy Joel - Columbia (3)
, 4) Don’t let me be misunderstood - Santa Esmeralda (5)
5) The name of the game - Abba - Atlantic (7)

16) Lay down Sally - Eric Clapton. - RSO (-)
‘7) We are the champions - Queen - Elektra (2)
8) Poor poor pitiful me - Linda Ronstadt - Asylum (8)
9) The way you do the things you do - Rita Coolidge - A&M (-)
10) Dust in the wind - Kansas - Kirshner (18)
11) Goodbye girl - David Gates - Elektra (26)
12) Peg - Steely Dan - ABC (11)
13) Sweet sweet smile - Carpenters - A&M (13)
14) Dance dance dance - Chic - Buddah (6)
15) Theme from Close Encounters - Meco - Millennium (23)
16) California - Debby Boone - Warner Brothers (20)
17) Lady love - Lou Rawls - Columbia (15)
18) What a wonderful world - Art Garfunkel - Columbia (-)
19) Sometimes when we touch - Dan Hill - GRT (10)
20) You make loving fun - Fleetwood Mac - Warner Brothers (4)
21) Hot legs - Rod Stewart - Warner Brothers (-)
22) You really got me needing you - Peter Pringle - Warner 
Brothers (12)
23) Short people - Randy Newman - Warner Brothers (-)
24) The circle is small - Gordon Lightfoot - Warner Brothers (36)
25) Hollywood - Boz Scaggs - Columbia (21)
26) Rock n roll is cf viscious game - April Wine - Aquarius (27)
27) Honey don’t leave LA - James Taylor - Columbia (22)
28) Man to man - Hot Chocolate - Big Tree (34)
29) Little one - Chicago - Columbia (-)
30) Take me to the kaptain - Prism - GRT (37)
31) Desiree - Neil Diamond - Columbia (14)
32) Carnaval - Santana - Columbia (-)
33) Fooling yourself - Styx - A&M (-)
35) Feels so good - Chuck Mangoine - A&M (-)
35) Pretty vacant - Sex Pistols - Warner Brothers (30)
36) Too hot to trot - Commodors - Motown (25)
37) Thank you for being a friend - Andrew Gold - Asylum (-)
38) Running on empty - Jackson Browne - Asylum (-)
39) Nothin' but a heartache - Doobie Brothers - Warner Brothers (-)
40) I don’t want to lose your love - Shirley Eikhard - Attic (38)

—Compiled by Marc Pepin

After three successful plays this 
season, the University of New 
Brunswick's Drama Society is to 
present yet another play. Slated 
for the 29, 30, 31 of March and the 
1 and 2 of April, is THIEVES 
CARNIVAL. Directed by Bonnie 
Sherman, the story concerns three 
would-be thieves in Vichy just off 
the turn of the century, and their 
escapades and hilarious encount
ers.

Applications I 
first year stude 
Universities he 
average of eig 
Ontario Federa 
places the 
prospects for gra 
tuitions, uncertc 
dent aid, and dif 
foreign students

The registrar a 
Waterloo claims 
first reaction up< 
High School v 
university, but no 
a job and come t< 
resort.

Although the n 
13 graduates is 
until 1979 by the

caus

wereI In an interview with Ross Libbey 
one of the actors in THIEVES 
CARNIVAL, he said that this 
promises to be an exceptionally 
funny play, possibly one of the 
Drama Society's best efforts. 
Rehearsals are now in full swing 
with disguises in the making, 
(discover the meaning of that 
at the play) so don't miss THIEVES 
CARNIVAL
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Trivia Answers CHVW
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at Memorial Hall 
coming up at the end of month.

Happy
Easter
from your
favorite
bunny!

1. Gene Clark
2. 1964
3. 1959
4. Hey Jude
5. Shell Silverstein
6. Catch the Wind
7. Holland
8. Ritchie Valens and Big Bopper
9. Elton John
10. Carole King
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Ex-pres gives end of year report
m

vice presidents or sub-committee what is even minimally accept- union fees to go to such a cause goes on to caution thm ,kQr u 
ounci e detailed to the task able Here Murray suggests a form ihot claims to benefit students in careful consideration &,vpn i* 

of keeping famihar with the be drawn up and distributed a, the rather nebulous terms." He also suppo tina schemes tho.L , 

ZZTZr (,'r Wi,h, ,he beginning of,he.all,erm in order wen, on to state that then been thomughr^es iaated" mpl,mentation of a referral to gain student interest and campaign during the fall elections 9 * mves,'90,ed

W.,?re °9e"fs could be in involvement. "The Party or social was basically all propaganda and
c wi regards to available clubs" says Murray "would be an ° brainwashing scheme towards

°C S, ai? ec,urers. The Union excellent area to start" phone 'be first-year students,
needs these entertainment agents numbers and club officials' names "" was only unfortunate" says

■rfy . con t’c'5 especially at times such could be put into a reference file Murray "that the AFS (Atlantic 'be building (the SUB) are to be
WÊËË8ËÊM. r, it?.? °nd W'n,er by SRC Federation of Students) was so Preserved. soys Murray, who
WBmm /h,s contact system Speaking on tuition and recent close to NUS os he generally ,eels ,ha' in 'be pas, that the

. ?f WOU be °. “isserve to university cutbacks Murray said supports the idea of rallying Direc,or °f the SUB has been
iro >r S m ,°f ,h'S aspect °( 'bat it appeared as if the student opinion in the regional a'mosl dictating policy and
Union f9 enler'amment from administration was cutting back sense. Murray feels there could be Procedures. Says Murray, there
L feS '* ? arge' tangible those items which are easiest to a viable group if they shed their ore several areas within direct

On th r0rk- n,'°? rnembership. cut, without cutting themselves NUS affiliation and the radical jurisdiction that require close
attrih f^rOh |6C k apa'by Murray back either staff-wise or salary members. At present UNB is a rnoni'oring, such as the medio,
• e pro em 0 failure wise, any more decreases in member of the Association of ensuring student dollars are being
",„,2TUnIJCa ?nS1, Saying tha' student services only cause a Student Councils of Canada properly spent (especially in light 
off in tr,5'm IVI U° y seem be shrinking value in education yet which is a non-profit organization C.H.V.W. a station which has 

, eir °wn world concerned ironically causing us to ge, less for controlling Canadian University recently become a realtiy).
ou eir interests. He continu- more. Tuition only passes on to the Travel Service,

shift" n SOy a.f ,here hauS been 0 student the deficit in the increase
studies andamJw0 u°SS °f *° ,he universi,y operating grant, distributor of the International „ ,

g aduatmg. However We all remember the National Student Card in Canada (sold Murray hoped they would familiar 
or ,S °"CUr:n9 everywhere as Union of Students issue, claims through our travel office) which ize 'hemselves with

politics and club activities are Murray "I would no, tolerate enable discounts for students documen,s such 
uttering with involvement below spending $5,500.00 per year from travelling abroad. However,

Murray, there is one major
problem and tha, is with the concerned with meeting proce 
A.O.S.C's closer affiliation with dures He further emphasised the

fact that the council

I
r
i * *’■ ik- '

»md I Leadership and solidarity a- 
mongst our Board representatives 
is a must if the best interests of

> ft

I
t

1
m9s II k id %

© By KATHRYNWAKEUNG

In his end-of-the-year report 
Jim Murray ex-Student Union 
president remarked that there 
must be a continued hard look at 

the balance between politics and 
finances in the Union," placing an 
emphasis on living within 
■ • ■" making every effort to check 
or monitor" finances.

One of his firs, points 
recommendations was that of the

I, is C.U.T.S. that are the solewas rewarded by 
e which was very 
h the rest of the

means .
Speaking on the future council

Union
as By-laws, 

Regulations. Acts of Incorporation 
and Financial Policy and any books

is an excellent 
ceived and very 
price was right; 
of great music.

says

Residence rates for 78-79
N.U.S. (done to overcome cash
flow problems). (NUS felt A.O.S.C. 1 spresenf the students 
needed them more and added a saVs Murray, to bolster their own 
few "strings" attached "motions” seff image through distractive and

Puffy political speeches that tend 
to enhance 'heir own self import 
ance. "

was to
"not".

The University of New Bruns
wick Board of Governors decided 

Tuesday upon a $50 increase in 

residence rates for the

Regular Year 
(Sept. 1 to April 301

From

Meeting in Fredericton, the 
Board of Governors also reviewed 
food service proposals for the 
fiscal year. On the basis of tenders 
submitted, i, was decided to enter 
into a three year contract with 
Beaver Foods Ltd. covering the 
residence, non-residential, 
sion and vending machine food 
services on the

including a membership to 
A.O.S.C. only if one was a NUS 
member, states Murray.

No institution should be forced 
to join NUS in order to gain 'be other
membership in A.O.S.C.." The Administrahon has intended to 
answer says Murray would be to 'ngore the student politicians 
attend the Spring meeting of (although the Dean of Students 
A.O.S.C. and C.O.T.S. and "politic" has greatly aided in cutting down 
among the representatives from red ,aPe and . ated a link with 
various universities to vote down 'be administration) says Murray 
NUS s motion. "NUS memberships a Wronger voice by the students 
should not have the sole rights to wil1' 'be administration is needed 
selling our' International Students • ar|d no' allow them to "erode 
Cards In light of the Travel office s'udent services and the quality of 
Murray feels that it is a benefit to education." 
all students and thus should be 
maintained in the future.

Campus Services Limited

them with eye 
other deformity 

lem jus, totally
Occasionally a
ut with 
ngth, or beauty 
to believe it has 
no more mark." 

nd Dr. Barnardo" 
lay in the King 
of the museum

new
To

next
One bedroom $179.12 $193.45academic year.

hand theRoom and board charges will 

increase $50
such Two bedroom 213.79 230.89

Three bedroom
conces-or approximately 

three per cent. The rates for a 231.12 249.61
Fredericton

campus. The present caterers 
Saga Foods Ltd.

Other details of the next fiscal 
year's budget - including tuition 
fees - will not be announced until 
the university establishes its 
global budget for 1978-79. It is 
expected the budget will be 
presented to the next meeting of 
the Board, scheduled for May 17.

double room will be $1.700. single 

$1,850,
areSummer Discount Period 

(May 1 to August 31)

From To

special $1,950 and
multiple $1,550. Rents for Magee 

House and other university 

apartments will go up 8 per cent, One bedroom $121.34 $131.05 

156.01

Three bedroom $156.00 168.48

as permitted by the Residential Two bedroom $144 45 
Rent Review Act.

3 His final comment was in 
says Alumni power which he feels 

Murray has not yet turned a profit should be curbed when it is 
but still should remain registered infringing on student rights, 
with the Province for tax purposes 
(should there be any "heavy 
profit-making venture). As Murray 

seem to be population would pose a problem stated "i, cost the Union ,00 much 
instead of at this university if foreign 

differential fees

OFS blames economy
Applications for enrollment of 

first year students into Ontario 
Universities has dropped an 
average of eight percent. The
Ontario Federation of Students Enrollments in Ontario's univer- 
places the cause on dismal job sities are down this year already, 
prospects for graduates, increased but that province's enrollment 
tuitions, uncertainties over stu- decreases, as well as Quebec's 
dent aid, and differential fees for are immediately accountable ,0 
foreign students. the introduction of differential

The registrar a, the University of foreign students fees this year 
Waterloo claims tha, a student's The fact remains however tha, 
firs, reaction upon completion of applications are down and if 
High School

I)
In ending his end-of-the 

report Murray wished his success 
or luck, saying that he enjoyed his 
term of office, calling it a 

' awarding experience."

Ida (5) year
of Education, students 
opting ,0 work i 
continuing their educations. money ,0 incorporate and should 

not be undone, However Murraywere ever
instigated in New Brunswick. The 
losses in tuition revenue would be 
recovered at the expense of the 
students; both financially and by 
operating cutbacks.

Protests in Toronto have been 
organized to voice discontent 
tuition increases and the lack of 
student

(8)
Ige - A&M (-)

H donT be late ' I
the Arms is 

h°ppin* Ions before
over snium (23)

aid and20) university

EHr- ln=::: ‘E
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lumbio (-)
10)

: 8 !r Brothers (4)

sgle - Warner

'6ters (-) 
Brothers (36)

CHVW Schedule- Saturday march 25 ( Seen on cable 10)

12:00- CHVW In Depth News 

12:30- Geo Weather Watch 
1.00- ‘Nature Flash and Funk- a 

music
1:30- CHVW Talks" with Paul Honna. Paul is the Director of Theatre 

New Brunswkks Young Company and teaches drama at UNB 
2:00- CHVW's Game of the Week. This week we present game 

number 5 in the NB Junior A Hockey Finals between the 
Fredericton Junior Red Wings and The Cap Pele Fishermen!

sAquarius (27) 
bia (22) sRed Eye

March 24-25 [
Si Fri.& Sat. Matinee

program of blues, folk and Jazz

sv
du s(30) «

- Asylum (-)
’ (-)

er Brothers (-) 
d - Attic (38)

Vs| Wayne&Shirley March 27-AprU 1; 4:00- Sign off.
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‘Swinging pendulm’ swinging back???
The National 

Retardation is 
Study Suppler 
enrolled in grc 
Canadian Univi 
a career direc 
mental retarda 
ed professiona 

The Awards 
per year for tw< 
who have ider 
area of enquiry 
to offset the c< 
research or pr 
addition to the 
the award prov 
ity for attendai 
period of oriei 
the National li 
Retardation wi 
training and 
optional third ) 
to $1,000 wil 
qualified studi 
their program 

The awards 
through the su[ 
Rite Charitabl 
Canada.

Dear Editor: induct^ ,mdln9 f'10t ,he novice that at UNB discriminatory the puritanical outlook of our'lBth
oublie,'ake 4on°a,hu ^ PrOC,keS h°ve bee" cu« *° « century ancestors, and not learned
public that he was of the white minimum." anything in the last 178 years’

s?udenK ? V H*'ian ,he Has ,he Practices and attitudes
tremendous ° |0'V ' ' .A ,owords prejudice on the UNB Most sincerely yours,
remendous pr.de was shown by campus run full circle? Have we, David M. Greenwood

the stuaents present in the fact the students of UNB returned to' Harrison House

After World War II the College, 
... the University of New

i iMn !a/u-4 ec6S j*blishmen* °f ,he Brunswick under the direction and 
UNB White Students' Society, the presidency of the 
topic of Viewpoint last week, to be , -
a fine example of the old ®r Gre"' V C- attempted to 
swinging pendulum" theory of ^re°,e ° cosmopolitan atmosphere 

history. ,or warning and opened its doors
fo s,uden,s from other Canadian 

In its firs, days King s College, provinces, the United States 
an institute of learning establish- from 
ed in the WASP British bastion of

now

late Milton

For those who go west, and
many European countries.

No, too much later a proposal was 
brought before the University to 

restricted registration to local organize the students along the
Anglican students. In its original lines of the fraternity system University of Calgary we
charter i, stated that the President employed in the United States. It provide you with reasonably The Residence Halls are located For further information
was to be in the Holy Orders of the was turned down by faculty and priced accommodation from May 1 only a short distance from request application forms In '' °
Church of England, and tha, the students alike for being too *° August 31. Nightly rates are downtown on a regular bus route sary if stavina more »h ***9
professors also were to be of tha, discriminatory. To quote from a $5.00/person for a double room (15 minutes). weeks) please con, °n
Communion. 1949 Bruns, (shared occupancy) and $8.00/ Shopping malls offering a ' P °C =

person for a single room. Low variety of services surround the
monthly rates are also available University, and athletic facilities Residence Complex Office
(advance application preferred). are also nearby. 018 Dining Centre

r>nr rv . . ... , Gur reception staff would be 2920 -24th Avenue N.W.
include dnilv < li nm9 QCI l,ies most pleased to assist you in University of Calgary
well as |inhLU COlTSe ™ea S' °s obtaining information on the Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
extendingrn*r ^a s.and snacks coun,less "umber of tourist Telephone: (403) 284-5314 Sept,ex ending into the later evemng attractions and City activities April; 284-6731 May - Aug.

New Brunswick, Fredericton,

STUDENT TRAVELLERS — A, the "ours with beer and wine service which 
available.

available through theare
can summer months.

Is it you or me?
Dear Mr. Spiro: stand your letters portrays a lack 

of intelligence on my par, and I 
In reference to the past articles would very much like a little more 

you have submitted and have clarification in who, you are trying 
subsequently been published in to say. 
the Bruns I find myself compelled >
to question your sanity . 
mine!

Drug pollution seminar FIELD OF STUI 
wide area of 
Sociology, Psyc 
Physical Educa,

Thank you.

Perhaps my failure to under- Signed Mystified or what!

. or

-edci
à —embers,

POLLUTION will be held at 
Marshall D'Avary Hall room 143 at 
9:30 a.m. on April 3.

HelpCHRIST CHURCH (PARISH)CHURCH 
(ANGLICAN)

Corner of Charlotte S' Westmorland

The Campus Ministry would like 
change in their phone numbers. The 
follows:

Mary Lou McGibbon 
Rev. Monty Peters 
Rev. Barry Hollowell 
Rev. Frank Wagner 
Sr. Rita Keenan

to announce a 
new ones are as In one of t 

murder cases 
Chicago police a 
the voice of 
spoken through 
provided the clu 
solving of the c 

A copyrighte 
Chicago Tribur 
Teresita Basa, c 
tory therapist, v 
night of Februc 
investigation in, 
gotten almost nc 
when a strange 1 

Remedies Chuo 
worker who had 
one occasion ,w 

Mrs. Chua am 
doctor, say that 
Chua inexplicabl 
down on her bei 
asked whether 
matter, a voice a 
no, hers, speak 
Spanish-accentec 
Tg-GAH-log). The

f
Panelists will include Father 

Frank Wagner; Mr. Achille Maillet, 
‘from New Brunswick Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse Department; Ann

Kowe, Fredericton High School 
Health Nurse and a member from 
the Fredericton R.C.M.P.

The seminar is par, of the

a i

EASTER SERVICES OF HOLY COmmUNION 

7,30.9=00 V 11,00 A.m.

455-8742
454-5537
454- 9446
455- 9991 
455-3337

I

i fin HltefnativeToLandlofds?!
THE NEW BRUNSWICK RESIDENCE CO-OP PROVIDES INEXPENSIVE
STUDENT HOUSING---- INEXPENSIVE BECAUSE IT'S HOUSES flPF
OWNED AND OPERATED BY RESIDENT STUDENTS I
The Co-op Is now accepting applications for residencies.
Room and board Is provided during the winter term,
Sept.-AprlLRooms without board are provided during the 
summerJTlay-Aug.Slngle and double rooms will be 
available during the summer and the 78-79 school year.
Rent for the summer will be 368/month.
Inquiries should be sent to?

!

o (

*

Crool»

i

:)

A controversi 
the criminal min 
some of society 
assumptions abc 
concluding tha, 
are born - and 

Begun 17 yea 
auspices of the 
of Mental He 
involved 255 
hundreds of thoi 
interviews. Dr. S 
concluded after c 
is such a thing 
mind," the mind \ 
from wrong - a 
wrong.

The habitual c

The Co-op owns three houses :833 Unton St.,555
THE NEW BRUNSWICK RESIDENCE Aberdeen Su>nd 565 Aberdeen St.Each house Is
CO-OP LTD C /O ANA Indépendant^ operated by the people living In It.
i i k i nz- rv\Ann rnr JrHR _ k Affairs of a general nature are dealt with by a
UNB C.HmPU5> iREDERICTON N.B Board of DlrectorsJhe Board consists of elected

representatives from each house.The Co-op is student 
owned and operatedl It is a non-profit organization. 
The Co-op works because of members participation. 
All Applications are wekome.However .members are 
required to participate In the operation of the Co-op. 
Only persons who will contribute to help make the 
Co-op work should apply.
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Research awardsRCH 24, 1978

The National Institute on Mental enrolled in School ot Medicine 
Retardation is offering Research Social Work, Law School, Business 
Study Supplements to students Administration and other discip- 
enrolled in graduate studies at a lines unrelated to mental retarda- 
Canodian University and planning tion who have an interest in the 
a career directly in the field of field are encouraged to apply, 
mental retardation, or an assocrat- TERM OF AWARD: One to 
ed professional field.

The Awards offers up to $1,000 '978
per year for two years, to students CONDITIONS: Accepted into full 
who have identified a particular time graduate program in a 
area of enquiry and require funds Canadian University; Canadian 
to offset the costs of dissertation Citizen

jtlook of our \8th 
s, and not learned 
last 178 years?

Durs,
vood *two

years, commencing September

Captain Submarine is 
celebrating their

or Landed Immigrant; 
research or program of study. In Candidate must state intent to 
addition to the financial support, pursue future career in Canada, 
the award provides the opportun- APPLICATIONS: Students may 
ity for attendance at a one-week °pply on their own initiative, 
period of orientation training ot Nominations are also invited from 
the National Institute on Mental University Faculty.
Retardation with prepaid tuition, DEADLINE: Applications to be 
training and living costs. (An received by April 14, 
optional third year of support up Announcements of Awards to be 
to $1,000 will be available to made 
qualified students to complete 
their program of study.)

The awards

ble through the

ormation, or to 
>n forms (neces- 

more than 2 
ontact:

1978

GRAND
OPENING

ex Office about May 31, 1978.on or
e
ue N.W.

F"m' °"d

Rite Charitable Foundation of 
Canada.

gary
contact:

The Secretary, Awards for 
Research 8 Study in Mental 
Retardation National Institute 
Mental Retardation,

T2N 1N4
284-5314 Sept. 
Way - Aug.

on
Kinsmen

a NIMR Building York University 
of study including: Campus, 4700 Keele Street 

Sociology, Psychology, Education, Downsview, Ontario M3J 1P3 
Physical Education, etc. Students Telephone: (416) 661-9611

FIELD OF STUDY: Tenable in 
wide area

06 and is 
interested in

open

Help from the ‘others’ Assorted Cold Cuts
mnounce a 
ones are as In one of the 

murder Solomimost bizarre Teresita Basa, and named a 
cases ever recorded, co-worker named Allan Showery 

Chicago police are suggesting that as the murderer, providing many 
the voice of a murdered woman, details of the crime. The Chua's 
spoken through a near stranger, however, did not want to appear 
provided the clues that lead to the foolish, and kept their 
solving of the crime. themselves

A copyrighted story in the Later, however, the voice
Chicago Tribune reports that reappeared, beqqina the doctor 
Teresita Basa, a Chicago respira- for help. After Dr. Chua told the 
tory therapist, was murdered the voice the police would need 
night of February 21, 1977. An evidence, it told Chua that 
investigation into the murder had Showery had taken Miss Basa s 
gotten almost nowhere in August, jewelry - something the police did 
when a strange thing happened to not know.
Remédias Chua, a distant co
worker who had met Miss Basa on 
one occasion two years earlier.

Ham Subs
.

\

Pepperoni Sub455-8742
454-5537
454- 9446
455- 9991 
455-3337

secret to

Corned Beef Cheese Sub
Roost BeefJJLUimL

S?| After a third visit from the voice, 
, , ,he Chua's contacted police with

Mrs. Chua and her husband, a their information. The police later 
doctor, say that one evening Mrs. discovered Miss Basa s pearl rina 
Chua inexplicably got up and laid on the finger of Allan Showery's 
down on her bed. When she was girlfriend, and Showery signed a 
asked whether anything was the statement indicating the motive 
matter, a voice answered that was was robbery, 
not hers, speaking in a strange Authorities are satisfied that 
Spanish-accented Tagalog (pro: the Chuas were in no way involved 
Tg-GAH-log). The voice said it was in Miss Basa s death. (Newscript)

IVE
REG.

Assorted Cold Cuts 1.55 
Ham Sub 
Salami 
Cheese Sub
Pepperoni Sub 1.85 
Corned Beef 
Turkey Sub 
Roast Beef 
Pizza Sub

SUPERRE .95 1.99=
o 1.55 .95 1.99

.951.55 1.99

.951.55 1.99
1.00

Crooks born - 1.001.95 3.00
1.001.95 3.00
1.001.95 3.00

not made 1.001.95

=

E5Ü ™ .ilgSiS
concluding that habitual criminals Dr. Yochelson believes that 
are born - and not made. rehabilitation has been a total flop

Begun 17 years ago under the because it is based on the 
auspices of the National Institute misconception that the criminal 
of Mental Health, the study can be "restored" to responsible 
involved 255 prisoners and thinking. Instead, says Yochelson 
hundreds of thousands of hours of the habitual criminal must be 
interviews. Dr. Samuel Yochelson taught to live by society's rules for 
concluded after all that, that there the very first time.
IS such a thing as the "Criminal Some critics of the study say 
mmd, the mmd which knows right that its conclusions are diluted bv 
from wrong - and then chooses the fact that it uses few statistics 
wron9 and lacks a

The habitual criminal starts his (Newscript)

Hot Peppers .15 Extra 
Extra Meat MINI .10 REG. .20 
Hot Subs MINI .5 REG. .10 
Coffee .20 Milk .30 & .55 Juice .30 
Pop .30 Hot Chocolate .35 Pudding .30 
Yogurt .50 Donuts .15 & .20 
Cheese Cake .50

5
IS

oIt.

tudent 
>tk>n. 
ft Ion. 
i are 
lo-op.

o

Seating for 40 people
Three entrances, two inside mall, one outside

the control group.

Fredericton Shopping Mall
OPEN 7 DAYS

Mon - Thurs 9:30am - 2:00 
Fri - Sat 9:30am - 3:00 

Sun 12 noon - 1:00

Last issue 
of Bruns fTlarch 31

455-7765°
°

O am
\iam

am
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ISCIMIN* 'Day-Break*
» WC

David Duke, li 
the Ku Klux Kl- 
that persons in 
wrote a bogus " 
compile a list 
addresses of 
radicals."

Duke admitted 
the manual, call 
or African Attacl 
Klan members u 
mad X. He said 
out their "dirty 
through mail-o 
names and adc 
militants so they 
when racial war 
the U.S.

Duke also sc 
which purported! 
white people, 
peppered with 
poor punctuatii 
militants into 1 
written by black

SATURDAY, MARCH 25 that "if you try to start anything 
new around here, people just 
laugh at you, and it's dishearten
ing."

Goldberg says that, despite this, 
he feels that Daybreak is a good 
idea, it just needs more push. He 
also feels it's a good idea because 
it relieves some of the exam time 
tension.

Goldberg claims that another 
good point of the program is that 
it's inexpensive, to run it for a 
month costs between $100 - $200 
dollars.

Whether or not the Daybreak 
program will be carried on again 
next year is unknown. Mr. 
Goldber says that he won't have 
time to run it next year, and 
despite the fact that Daybreak is 
inexpensive over a couple of 
months, it would cost in the 
neighbourhood of $1200 for a 
year, and that money may not be 
available.

By RICK FOWLER

EASTER DISCO LBR: 8:30 - 1 a.m. Free ice-cream and cartoons are 
some of the things available in the 
recently innovated Daybreak 
program, taking place in the Blue 
Lounge Mondays and Wednesdays 
at noon.

Student Union Director Howard 
Goldberg said the program had 
been no great sucess (the speed 
scrabble tournament only had 
eight participants), partly due to 
the fact that the program has not 
had enough advertising, either in 
the media or outside the SUB.

Another difficulty that came up 
was the fact that Chairty Charity 
Brown didn't show up on 
Wednesday the 15th, due to some 
unexplained legal problems.

One of the reasons for the 
programs' formation was to get 
the "brown bagers" out of the 
cafeteria at lunch time.

However, Mr. Goldberg said

SUNDAY* MARCH 26

PUBLIC SKATING: Aitken Centre, 7:30 - 9 p.m.

MONDAY, MARCH 27

UNB/SRC MEETING: SUB, Rm. 103, 6:30 p.m.

SPEAKER: Education Society presents Richard Needham, known for radical 
views on Education policies, will talk on “A New Outlook for Education” at 
Marshall D’Avray Hall, Rm. 143 7:30 p.m. A silver donation will be taken.

WUSC MEETING: 7:30 p.m. Tilley Hall Rm. 48 Everyone welcome.

TUESDAY, MARCH 28

WORD: Bible Study, Prayer, Discussion: TV Room (116), SUB: 8:30 - 9:15 a.m. 

PRE-MED - PRE-DENTAL SOCIETY MEETING: SUB 7:30 p.m. • 4
While controv 

over liquid 
University of llli 
says a new way t 
may be on the h 

Scientists have I 
time that there is 
man blood that 
decrease in the o| 
didn't know what 
Davis says he's dis 
trigger is glycer 
occuring substano 
cells.

Here comes Sun Day pr,WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29

STU RELIGIOUS STUDIES DEPT PRESENTS: a film “The Shop on Main Street” 
dealing with the Nazi take over of a small Czechoslovakian town. Free admission. 
Edmund Casey Hall auditorium 7:00 p.m.

AD HOC PLAYERS present 3 one-act plays 8:15 p.m. Nashwaaksis Junior High 
School. Also Thursday, March 30th.

The Task Force Against Nuclear are not organized, while the oil, 
Pollution says it wants one million coal, gas and utility lobbies are 
signed petitions supposing the not only organized, but have 
rapid development of solar power enormous financial clout as well, 
by Sun Day, May 3rd, 1978.

The Task Force, which includes a million petitions signed, sorted 
actors Jack Lemmon and Robert and computerized according to 
Redford on its Board of Directors, Congressional District. They need 
says that although many polls 500,000 
show that an

The Task Force already has half

more in the next 
overwhelming two-and-one-half months. Peti-

majority of • Ameritans support fions can be obtained by writing to
solar energy, it's not getting the Task Force Against Nuclear
attention it deserves. They say this Pollution, P.O. Box 1817, Washing- 
is because solar energy advocates ton, D.C. 20013. (Newscript)

THURSDAY, MARCH 30
»

HOPE: Bible Study. Prayer, Discussion: TV Room (116) SUB: 8:30 - 9:15 a.m. Dr. Davis faune 
glycerol level in th 
it does after 
base of the brain 
and the brain 
appetite. When it f 
that hte body nee- 
goes the appet 
speculated that ob 
have a faulty glye 
system in their fc 
appetites are sw 
often.

Rats injected wi 
their appetites, ai 
The drawback for 
that the glycerol nr 
to be effective. I 
subject is still in th 
stages, and a way n 
alter glycerol so it 
orally. (Newscript)
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Wife Abuse Centre planned-may be
By Sheenagh Murphy of Women. She expressed hope to women who are economically 

that one of the other members of dependant or mentally dependant 
the group be willing to take on husbands that abuse them" 
charge of a part of the said Crocker, who felt that if the 
organizational work. women had somewhere to go then

they may make the effort to break

battering and 7 of child abuse. 1 in order that these women may 
Community Employment Strategy make reasonable decisions, about 
and Pro-Feminae will assist their future free from as many 
Transition House clients with job external pressures as possible and 
retaining and job placement.

Without funding from the 
ipi. vincial government, a project 
• 'n*itied Women in Transition will 
not go over according to Anne 
Crocker.

Crocker said that Minister of 
Social Services Les Hull did not 
seem agreeable or encouraging to 
the project which will involve a 
center where battered wives and 
women under severe stress can 
find counselling and assistance.

She said that in the two 
meetings she has already had with 
the minister he expressed doubts 
as to the need and the practicality 
of the project. She said the 
minister is doubtful as to 
whetherthere is a demand for the 
centre and feels that a centre of 
this sert should be-available to the 
entire province of New Brunswick 
rather than only Fredericton.

Crocker feels that the commun
ity interest in the project (to date 
12 women) warrents the project 
whereas in other communites the 
same interest may not be shown.

She feels that the government 
should not run every social service 
but that some should be 
community oriented, with aid from 
the provincial government.

Crocker said the centre needs 
the financial aid, which she 
estimates at around 45 thousand 
dollars before they can open. The 
original opening was scheduled in 
May, but due to the government's 
failure to commit itself, and also to 
the large amount of work which 
Crocker herself has to do, it does 
not look as if the project will open 
before September.

Crocker is presently the 
librarian at the UNB law school, 
has a family and is chairperson of 
the Advisory Council on the Status

to provide the necessary support 
Crocker said the objectives of services to assist the women in 

the house are to provide a secure making necessary life changes 
environment for women and their and in reintegrating themselves to 
children when they are severely the community as whole and 
threatened, to provide counselling independent persons.

She said that she would like to 
go directly to the federal 
government and 
organizations for aid but cannot 
do so without some indication that usually conscious of protecting 
the provincial government will 
support the project.

The project will entail hiring one 
full time co-ordinator and a part 
time assistant. Crqpker said the they are abused will be the last, 
group hopes to buy a house, She said that 
where approximately 15 women convince themselves that they are 
and children can be accomodated not actually being beaten up also.

Crocker expressed the need for 
better records on cases of wife

away.
She said the project will be 

other help probably attractive to the lower 
class wife, as the middle class is

their husbands to keep up an 
image. She said that many women 
get into a rut, where they 
deceive themselves that each time

Knowledge is heaven
Witnesses told a Senate hearing among all racial, economic, class 

on domestic violence in Los and social backgrounds. In fact, in 
Angeles last week that wife-beat- California, one of every two 
ing is so widespread that most women will most likely be 
American women assume their assaulted by her husband ar son at 
husbands have the right to assault sometime in her life.

Chairperson of the Human 
Although exact statistics are Resources subcommittee on child 

impossible to calculate, it is and human development, Senator 
estimated that as many as 3.3 Alan Cranston, (a Democrat from 
million American women are California), is conducting the 
battered by their husbands each hearings on abused women and 
year, and that one-fourth of all intends to introduce a bill 
battered women are pregnant.

Domestic violence is common future. (Newscript)

If you want to 
happy these day 
thousands of

some women

ways 
only drawback is tl 
of them demand 
dollars as well.

up to six weeks.
She said the centre would not be

•hem.for women who are simply tired of and child abuse. She said the 
their families, but rather for hospital does not keep a file on 
women who are abused by women who come in as victims of 
husbands or have children being assoit, and that the women have 
abused, either physically or to press to get it on their records 
mentally. at all.

She includes mental and Crocker said that she would like 
physical cruelty, child abuse, rape to see New Brunswick women 
and other "endless possibilities" become aware of the problems, 
as some reasons why many She feels that if women realize 
women in Fredericton need the they are not alone in their

predicament then they may get 
thé courage to fight back.

According to the records of the 
physical health Fredericton City Police from the 

first of January to November 30 
She agrees with the minister there were 450 complaints of a 

that centres of this stamp are domestic nature, 234 of which 
needed everywhere, but feels that involved wife abuse of a physical 
an innovative program such as nature, 216 of a mental nature 
Transition House deserves help. and thirty which resulted in court 

She also said that the house proceedings. CHIMO, the crisis 
would be run on a co-operative centre reports thirty phone calls 
basis with the women staying from June 1 to November 30th 
there helping with the cooking, which involved wife battering or 
cleaning and housework. Volun- severe domestic trouble, 
teers will also be available to help 
in various areas.

"I’d like to offer an alternative separate incidents

The newest craze 
is, alas, no exc< 
"solitude” or "confii 
they're eight feet I 
wide, and four feet 
with a mere ten iron

domestic violence in the near water seven times n 
the sea.

Act to be extinct The purchaser, 
added to his or her 
and tension by 
lots of rtioney, climb 
door, and silently 
hour.

Those who 
say the hour's flot 
great feeling of tot 
musician Graham N 
not one, but two, cla 
closest I 
relaxation."

The Boulder, Co 
Works is turning ou 
month at prices of 
(dollars). Meanwhile 
tics say you can g 
same result at home 
(Newscript)

centre.
Crocker said the house will 

work in co-operation with other 
mental and 
services in town.

ear

- a rare, three-inch trout - 
The Endangered Species Act, intensified its opposition. The act 

which was enacted nine years ago halted completion of a Tennessee 
to protect rare plants and animals Valley Authority (TVA) Dam that 
from extinction, may itself become would have wiped out the darter's

one remaining habitat.
The law is scheduled to expire So the TVA appealed to the 

this year. And many environment- Supreme Court, which has agreed 
alists fear that even if Congress to decide if the 
does renew the law, it will be constitutional. And Senator Ho- 
severely weakened.

The law has lost considerable crat) has vowed to press for 
popularity over the years because loopholes permitting completion 
it has delayed no less than 4,500 of the dam and other projects, 
federal projects. And last year's when the act comes up for review 
battle to preserve the snail darter in Congress. (Newscript)

swear

extinct.

can cor
law is

ward Baker (a Tennesse Demo-
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would you believe .. • • • • •
David Duke, Imperial Wizard at 

the Ku Klux Klan, has admitted 
that persons in his organization 
wrote a bogus "attack manual" to 
compile a list of names and 
addresses of so-called "black 
radicals."

'He «.rth. monitoring ou, brood- oder«l |° Mll^o'"'ommt’nlî? daüght'." 'o” chëml,',,"' 10,1 ”~k ,h« NoBonal

“MssïSrÆ ssst zcT* as; X8”
theory advanced by Professor themselves with tear gas or mace Toronto He was aiven^h °f showin9 fhat at least six abortion

„„k,h0,

rtf nt rs r srjra JÆaÆ
xnxrxxrd ~
out their "Hirtv *ri/-L" » l, ■ transmissions around the world in use it properly «he .. 9 L Ohio was also hit by arsonists. TheZ V \ obtain 1928 noticed that after a brief Consequently •*. , "" ,h® PSych°act,ve ingredient in attackers struck around nine

=vnd7“‘b“ r'^crt,t5 a
militants so they cou'd be (ocated seconds later. Scientists were requests for tear aas ro verdict, because they consider this patients were in the recovery
when racal warfare broke outi n intrigued, but the phenomenon coMege administrator “0^" h"* drua cT m°S' i^Por»ant room. The fire, according ,0 local

Duke also said the manual not -ders.ood, and faded had "hundreds of calls" for the history. ,n recent Canad'°n author.».,. was purposely started
which purportedly tells how to kill ,n’° °bscur,,V- ''«*•*. 7so many, in fact, that he Cook has come up with a and spread to ^olL °°m
white people, was purposely But in 1960 Dr. Bracewell a to handle6the «H0 employee iust ,ormula ,or sythetically manufac- scorching walls floors and
pepped w»h m,„p.l,,„gs „„d rpdio *J£Ld luring THC. Wh.n Health Prot^r- ,p,ni,p, ’ „,(™ “ ol X

ssjrsrZéS, rx ass«rs:^: r* wh- -s — <—». *——"*»'■
would be with robot probes. And another college administrator the better^ tV 9 , - me$ °ne day af,er ,he Akron City
he speculated that "such a probe students especially women nnd ,h®, Purest marquana Council passed a controversial

controversy continues may be here now, in our solar the elderly are "really concerned EauaMv ** ^ Str!e,S1 ,0d°y abor,ion law, which mandates that
over liquid protein diets, a system, trying to make its about or/tertl™ ' a V! d Eq ? V ama2,n9 was the fact that women seeking abortions must
University of Illinois researcher presence known to us." Its signals provided a "beautif l" It*0' v°S CL°°k WOS. workin9 with materials first be given a detailed
says a new way to control weight would appear to be echoes to lethal force „ ° ° ®rnatlve h°f c°st ,ess than S800 (dollars), description of fetal development
may be on the horizon. ° ?T « u n eSpeC,allr 9uns' Cook was found not guilty after The new law also reonStt .
Scientists have known for a long Duncan Lunan, a serious student mace0 guns' merely”stun^the" he claimed was conducting his women under the age of 18 must

time that there is something in hu. of astronomy, was intrigued by victims for about 15or 20 m' ^ exp®ri™®n,s for hls °wn personal first get parental consent before
man blood that can' trigger a Brocewells speculation, and ex and are Iholaht ,0 he Ï m,®r®st ®nd f° o«ist him later in obtaining abortions. '
decrease in the appetite, but they plored the possibility that the dnnnJo « Ju 9 b®_, less un,vers,tV courses. Judge George
didn't know what it was. Dr. John variable delays in the echo were a or SroniTnwmwSe^ F6r9US°n S°id h® was *9% Norma Goldberger. coordinator
Davis says he s discovered that the :oded message. He plotted the someone s eyes. suspicious of what this very bright of the clinic said the
trigger is glycerol a naturally delays on a graph, and came to Ironically, it's still more difficult n’an ^as doin9 in his occurred just hours after
occuring substance found in all fat the conclusion that the code to arm oneself with tear aas than basem®nt lab for four Years. But appeared on a local

represented a map of the a gun in California. People wishina dLhlth .r® T”* ° 7,asonobl® newscast to announce that the
constellation Bootes 13,000 years to buy mace musfP first ho doubt that Cook was doing little clinic was seeking the help of The

Dr. Davis found that when the ago, presumably the time the fingerprinted take a course nnJ "T® fhCm dlsplay|n9 an intense American Civil Liberties Union

rdri:r:xw.lr-,s p“-ld h;r" hSi-vr î2uü... - - ■—
goes the appetite. Dr. Davis r®search| h* says ,h°f the echo p ’ Toronto, Ontario)
speculated that obese people may ®ffeCf 'S, S'mply caused bV radio 
have a faulty glycerol monitoring S *'"? d°wn as’hey pass
system in their brains, so their 9, var"bl* and hi9b'y

ionized gas clouds on their 
on fo° into outer

(Newscript).
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will challenge the 
controversial law in court.

(Newscript)
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e changes 
emselves to 
whole and

appetites are switched 
often.

way
space. Oh pshaw. FREE DELIVERYRats injected with glycerol lost 

their appetites, and lost weight. 
The drawback for fat humans is 
that the glycerol must be injected 
to be effective. But the entire 
subject is still in the experimental 
stages, and a way may be found to 
alter glycerol so it 
orally. (Newscript)

- campus and off campus for Mar-h and April
- 7 days a week

A doctor looked carefully at a 
photograph of Alice Cooper's right 
eye recently and saw that the rock 
star was not taking good care of 

can be taken himself. For right there in Cooper's 
iris, for all the world to see, are 
five large holes in the iris fibres - 
indicating inherent physical weak- 

If you want to get high and ness«s ™d® worse by-hard living, 
happy these days, there are u u ,'° °9.y,' °r *he d,a9iosis of
thousands of ways to do it The b°dl y prob,ems bT examining the

iris of the eye, is gaining 
increasing popularity in this 
country after being used by 
German physicians for decades. 
Iridologists say that there is an 
intimate relationship between the 
half-million nerve filaments of the 
.ris with the other nerves in the 
body. And so small changes in th 
eye can reflect the state of the rest 
of the body.

fen
<d£|>Sun., Mon., 
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3mic, class 
. In fact, in 
(very two 
likely be 
id or son at - orders picked up CALL FOR

FAST 
SERVICE

0only drawback is that 90 percent 
of them demand thousands of 
dollars as well.

The newest craze in self-therapy 
is, alas, no exception. Called 
"solitude” or "confinement" tanks, 
they're eight feet long, four feet 
wide, and four feet high, and filled 
with a mere ten inches of

for take out.
e Human 
e on child 
it, Senator 
ocrat from 
cting the 
omen and 
a bill 
the near

- 10% off
ANDfor remainder 

of school
1 Z/W// DELIVERY3 year.eon warm

water seven times more salty than 
the sea. 455-4020i

tv'

298 King St -Corner Westmorland 
Fredericton,N.B.

The purchaser, who has just 
added to his or her load of stress 
and tension by earning lots and 
lots of rponey, climbs in, shuts the 
door, and silently floats for an 
hour.

Iridologist Dr. Lloyd Stenbeck 
was shown an anonymous picture 
of comedian Dick Gregory's left 
eye, and found that his eyes are 
very clean, apparently the result 
of his long-term fasting and simple 
eating.

trout - 
n. The act 
Tennessee 
Dam that 

le darter's

OROMOCTO
LUNA PIZZA & BEVERAGE ROOM

Those who swear by the tanks 
say the hour's float creates "a 
great feeling of total joy". Rock 
musician Graham Nash, who has 
not one, but two, claims, "It is the 
closest I can

. Iridologists say that many eyes 
these days show not their true 
color, but rather the deposits of 
various drugs taken through the 
years. As a matter of fact, they say 
that healthy eyes in general 
rare these days. It seems that 
years of eating fibreless foods, 
immoderate use of medications, 
high stress and pollution have left 
most of our eyes looking as bad as 
Alice Cooper's (Newscript)
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press for 
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203 Restigouchecome to total
relaxation." Live Entertainment Mon.- Sat. Evenings

March 24-25 
& Sat. Matinee 2:00-5:00pm. 

Crunch Mon.-Sat^ March 27-April 1

The Boulder, Colorado - 
Works is turning out 12 tanks a 
month at prices of up to $4,200 
(dollars). Meanwhile,

Tank are
Slyder Fri. & Sat.

some scep
tics say you can get much the 
same result at home in a hot tub. 
(Newscript)

1
> Sat Matinee.
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World Figure Skating Tour 78
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C#/." Æ All Conféré
Soccer
Winston Ayeni 
Cletus Ntsike 
Dania Ebenezer

là

' W
$

Field Hockey 
Jonet Miller Heoth9 FootballT ? .m Jacques Chartrain 
Phil Buttaglia 
Stuart Fraser

mÊÊÊÈÈKÊHm m;
Gymnastics 
Ken Salmon 
Randy Thompson 
Bob Johnson

gU
photo tremblay

Third World pair Tai Babilonia and Randy Gardner, U.S.A. w Women's Bosketbal 
Syvlia Blumenfeld 
Moira Pryde 
Patti Sheppard 
Cathy Maxwell 
Claire Mitton

HI

»

Top nr 
from pi

Some of the best amateur skaters in the world performed at the 
Anken Centre last Friday. Six Canadians and 18 other skaters 

™ JOP?n ,lt0ly' ,heU S Bri'oin, Hungary, East Germany and the 
USSR including the 1978 World Champions, put on an impressive 
display. The audience of

. V- '

2.000 people gave standing ovations 
h r several skaters including Robin Cousins, who received the 
mens bronze medal in the world championship, and 17 year old 
Anett Poetzsch from East Germany who won the women's gold 
medal World pairs champions Irena Rodnina and Alexsandr 
Zaitsev from the USSR ended the program with a spectacular 
performance, skating to Russian folk music. In spite of bad ice 
conditions, the exhibition

over
■
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Photo Brewer

Second World pair Monuela Mager and Uwe Bewersdorff, D.D.R.FV
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The UNB Ski team 
dominated their final 
season. Last weekenc 
travelled to Sugarlo< 
Campbellton, N.B. for 
Atlantic Cup. Winning 
UNB was Jim Cuttle a 
Dauphinee. In order 
uals to win the cup I 
must place well in a 
races (2 slalom an. 
slalom). With such clo 
tion an error in 
would be decisive.
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Traditionally a 
participants from N.S 
and N.B., this year so 
and Quebec in 
total of 60 racers 
two day event. The giar 
Saturday was approx 
gates and a very quick . 
times were between 
seconds. The slalom c 
composed of 65 gate 
times were around 1 :( 
turn a second.
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Photo Kavanagh

Sixth World dance pair Lorna Wighton and John Dowding, Canada.
Photo Kavanagh comp

Seventh World Fumio Igaroshi, Japan.mens
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The UNB ski team or 

the minds of UNB skiers 
started out with dry-lai
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Athletes garner awards at annual fete
All Conference Diving 

Dale M 
Gary Kelly 
Paul Sutcliffe 
Sharon Paquette 
Celeste Smart

Football
Most Valuable Offense - Stuart 
Fraser
Most Valuable Defense 
MacPherson 
M.V.P. - Terry Cripotos 
Kaplanski Award - Steve Corscod- 
den
Rookie of the Year 
Corscadden

Wrestling
MVP - Perry Kukkunen 
A.U.A.A. Trophy

Men's Swimming 
Gilman Leach Memorial Award 
presented to M.V. swimmer by 
coach - Bruce Williams 
Ashley Colter Trophy presented 
to A.U.A.A. Champions

Women's Swimming 
M.V.P. - Debbie Whittemore

Hockey
W.W. Laskey Award to M.V.P. 
George Wood
Pete Violette Memorial Award 
presented to outstanding de
fenseman.

Men's Volleyball 
M.V.P. - Dirk Kiy 
A.U.A.A. Trophy for champion
ship
Steve Richmond Memorial Trophy 
Rod Black

ocLeon Swimming; Mike Ballak, Wrestl
ing; John Kalina, Football; Terry 
Cripotos, Football; Kim McPher
son,
O'Connor, Cross Country.

Soccer
Winston Ayeni 
Cletus Ntsike 
Dania Ebenezer

Kim
Football; and Shawn

Field Hockey
Janet Miller Heather Howe fTloney /moneyMen s Swimmino 

lain Sinclair 
Rob Davis 
Bruce Williams

SteveFootball
Despite what cynics and scoffers 

have long maintained, women's 
athletic events

Jacques Chartroin 
Phil Buttaglia 
Stuart Fraser Cross Country

Peake Memorial Trophy - Peter 
Richardson
Dr. R.J. Lane Trophy - Joe Lehman 
LaHave Equipment Ltd. Trophy 
presented to A.U.A.A. Cham
pions by Dean Kidd

Gymnastics
Gymnast of the Year - Randy 
Thompson
Ron Walsh Award donated by 
Civil Engineering Class of 1969 to 
A.U.A.A. Champions

can earn money.
Last year, several universities in 

Southern California began charg
ing admission to some of the 
games played by women - and 
they were a success. When UCLA s 
women's volleyball team played 
the women from the University of 
Southern California, for example, 
more than 4,000 people showed 
up. UCLA had conducted the 
tournament for years, at a loss. 
But once they started charging 
admission, that game and others 
paid for themselves and made 

even though an

Women's______ Swimming
Karen Strongroom 
Deidre PretloveGymnastics 

Ken Salmon 
Randy Thompson 
Bob Johnson

Kathy Gaul 
Julie Johnson 
Debbie Whittemore 
Randi Strongroom

Women's Basketball 
Syvlia Blumenfeld 
Moira Pryde 
Patti Sheppard 
Cathy Maxwell 
Claire Mitton

, Women's Volleyball
■Alice Kamermans

Men's Vollevhnll 
Dirk Kiy 
Mike Phillips

Top male 
from pg 24

Diving
Wrestling M.V.P. - Dale McLean money

expensive program was printed 
Quality is quality, regardless of 

says Barbara Hedges, 
women's athletic director at USC. 
Its what we ve always said and

Phil Knox 
Mike Ballah

Women's Basketba 11
Distinctions: Sylvia Blumenfeld 
Basketball; Dale McLean, Diving,'
Ken Salmon, Gymnastics; Jimmy 
Kakaletris, Soccer; Giriny Brad
ley, Swimming; Paul Steeves, we ve Proven th°< " (Newscript)

A.U.A.A. Trophy 
M.V.P. - Cathy MaxwellPerry Kukkonen 

Dan Berman 
Gabriel El Khoury 
Leo McGee 
Reid Barrett

sex," I
.softball team won the provincial 

title for several years. His interest 
in tennis has recently dwindled, 
but he s inactive only "because 
I've been trying to make 
money to go to college for the last 
few years. Wood is sponsored by 
an American

Men's Basketball 
M.V.P. - Andy Cheam

>

■*- t

nTWt:j imwz newAll Canadiansome f _Football VStuart Fraser 
Volleyball 
Dirk Kiy 
Diving
Dale MacLean

ila '! ï1 fli l 85 S ,Jf

! i uni
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company that 
supplies his racquets.

Funding for athletes was not a 
pretty picture, according to Wood.
The only available awards 

merit awards designed to attract 
students to the university from 
high school." These awards 
available in all faculties for high 
school students with high marks.

Wood looks forward to "an ______
excellent future ", said MacAdam, Canon W.J. Clarke Award - 
and it depends on what George forward (Cletus Ntsike) 

wants to do, because he has a lot Canon W.J. Clarke Award 
of options open to him."
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Skiers take Atlantic t x1 Ji !
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iJHSl : 1By GREG DIXON sessions on Mount Buchanan and 
culminated with victory at the 
Atlantic cup. The team attended 
six competitions and got bigger 
and better with

m*r *The UNB Ski team 'Jàonce again 
dominated their final race of the 
season. Last weekend the skiers 
travelled to Sugarloaf Park in 
Campbellton, N.B. for the annual 
Atlantic Cup. Winning the cup for 
UNB was Jim Cuttle and Michelle 
Dauphinee. In order for individ
uals to win the cup he and she 
must place well in all of the 4 
races (2 slalom and 2 giant 
slalom). With such close competi
tion an error in 
would be decisive.

:
every race.

Many thanks have been given to 
our sponsors and others but no 
thanks is more deserving thqn to 
the members of our team who 
forfeited much time and money to 
make this season a great success. 
Thanks to Wayne Flann, John 
Wilson, Peter Chrzanowski, Jim 
Cuttle and Michelle Dauphinee, 
Peter Reeves, Judith Durance, Jim 
Caven, Robin Richardson, Anne 
Bagnall, Barb Armstrong, Lenny 
Simak, Leneord Velensky, Bill 
Curtis, Dave Demers, and Cathy 
Maloney.

Already we're looking forward 
to next season and hoping to 
attend more university meets. A 

camp is also being 
planned for somewhere in the 
Laurentians.
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Vans
1DUTCH BLEND

Cigarette Tbbacco
|ii *
I Tabac à Cigarettes

melanoe hollandais

any one racei

Traditionally a iwith
participants from N.S., Quebec, 
and N.B., this year sow just N.B. 
and Quebec in competition. A 
total of 60 racers competed in the 
two day event. The giant slalom on 
Saturday was approximately 30 
gates and a very quick course. Top 
times were between 45 and 50 
seconds. The slalom 
composed of 65 gates and top 
times were around 1:05 that's a 
turn a second.

race

II»
—

nagh

n
Vt tOOEHTS KDHIHKLUKE TAL AxSFAQHlSKFWChristmas

course was Skiing is not over yet and many 
of the guys are heading to 
Tuckerman's Ravine, Mt. Washing
ton after exams. Should be a good 
time.

PS. Thanks to the Athletic 
Department for the use of their 
van.

pcncqpc Imported Drum Dutch 
Blend Cigarette Tobacco, 
blended in Holland.J <

For people who take the time to roll theirThe UNB ski team originated in 
the minds of UNB skiers last fall. It 
started out with dry-land training

own
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Bradley,Wood take top honors

on9 awaited nom e change falls through
not considered healthy.

There were some original ones 
that we didn't know the meaning 
of," said Lois Scott.

Also included in the committee 
was Mai Early, Athletic Co-ordina
tor for UNB, who has long 
advocated the single name policy 
which is in effect in all other 
Atlantic 
teams.

were

m

F :

■

*r
' , ■mUniversities' varsity JS’- I.*?; .v < .iH

jmm
■The battle will continue over the 

controversial name change for
time yet. Those

I opposed want to keep 
| semblance of tradition to the

name, in honour of the teams of 
former years. They also point out 
that the originality of each 

| has its own

c recognition.

Ê Those in favour see the single | 
j? name as a focal point, to enrich to 
7i lhe unity of the UNB athletes. The E 
Î clarity for public relations and f 
a further media coverage is another 

advantage.

George Wood was awarded the Kenneth Corbett medal for 
displaying versatility in athletics. He was also given the M V P for 
the hockey team.

* ™me chan9e wos promoted joined the team was in order to Kenneth Corbett Medal symbolic
Some were amused, many were a 5*nse of un,,y omongst become better acquainted with for top male athlete for 1978

disappointed, but very few 'be UNB athletes, as was stressed By TOM BEST other students. "I figured that Wood received severalSwords

at'letes were impressed by the V many speakers at the banquet. since I was interested in sports, at the Athletic Banauet
results of the selection of new inc, ®HeHaS°nS|Vted f°f ,h* chon9e tobli^ '"i,ial re°ction this would be the easiest way for Wednesday, including ’̂ WW

presented for varsity sports . d®d simplification and clarity be'n9 named as the recipient of me to meet some people," she Laskey Award for9 the Moet
for public relations and the press ,he Colln B. MacKoy Shield was added. P Valuable pîaver on rh d J

As a result of the 24th annual example, Stuart Fraser, one of shock- ”• really wasn't Devil'shockev team ^ ° ® ***

sports awards banquet, no new vo,ed Wednesday as most expecting it. There must be more Although she does not plan to ’
name was selected, and each valuable offence on the Red fo lf ,ban 1 thought", she said. further pursue her competitive

their Bombers football team, was a Bradley, a member of the career, Bradley said that she
previous name. member of the All-Canadian team, v°rsi,y women's swim team for wanted to remain involved with

A committee headed by Diane which travelled to Florida to play a ,'le Past f°ur years, is a fourth the sport. She hinted that she
Potvin, women's intercollegiate second s’ring All-American team. y®or Physical education student would like to "continue as a coach
co-ordinator received about 75 Fraser was announced, on who has shown outstanding ability or in some administrative
suggestions and cut the list down n°,lonal television, as hailing from when if comes to swimming. In her capacity.
'< two names: the Varsity Reds 'he UNB Red Raiders. Identical swimming career at UNB, Bradley
and the Brunswickans. Neither m's,°kes have been made with ^os Been a finalist in the
name went over well with the °,her varsity teams. conference championships every
athletes, coaches, or members at A student poll that was held yeor and made national qualifying seemed to be more outstanding,
the press who had pushed for the sbowed a 2-1 negative feeling ,imes three years. To me that's what this thing
change. among university students to She was team captain two years all about," she added.

Lois Scott, from the UNB Red wards ,be name change. Alumni as wel1 as bein9 named Most
Bloomers, and the student on the members that were questioned Valuable person on the team for a

0 also showed animosity towards pair of seasons.
the change. Alumni are a major Tbe Dorval Quebec native was 

of backing and support for alf° awarded three academic 
the varsity teams. scholarships while at UNB

Bradley said that she has 6y DAVE TIMBURY
enjoyed her time at UNB and feels r
enriched by the variety of pl Z9u V°°d' 0 second year 
experience that she was confront- lyS Ed hockey ond soccer player 
ed with. was named recipient of the

"It's been

quite some flsome

name 
history and %

5
g

I.

r

, CinnY Bradley received the Colin B Mackay shield from the 
former UNB president himself. Bradley was a stand out with the 
Mermaids swim learn and captained it for two

By DAVE TIMBURY

IP'm ■ ^

years.

n ,

t

names
•earns.

Wood led the hockey team in 
scoring this season and won the 
Oland cup for being the star at the 
most home games. Wood also 
excelled in soccer at UNB and, in 
his spore time, manages to be 
involved in tennis, badminton, and 
track and field.

Don MacAdom, his coach for the 
hockey season, described Wood as 
"just a helluva guy. He's strong 

and he s intelligent; he analyzes 
situations real well." MocAdam 
said that Wood had an excellent 
chance for professional hockey, 
but Wood said that his immediate 
plan for the future is to "do real 
well in
conferance. We're supposed to be 
getting some new players and that 
what the team needs."

The 19 year old athlete hails 
from Oromocto, N.B., where his

team will Mremain with

"I was sure that someone else
was going to get it. Other people M

was 'Ht■IfSoccer,hockey 

star top mode
committee 
recommendation
coaches that as a result of this poll 
to make no change." There's ...
60 percent negative feeling from Some of the names that were 
the athletes involved and that's all con,ributed were meant as jokes, 
this poll has accomplished." she sucb as ,be Red Bushes, and Red

Beavers, but the

said "There's
before the

soccer and win thesource

over

added. fconnotations cent pg 23«

a rewarding experi- ■ 
ence and I really hate to leave it. I , 
learned a lot about working with ] 
people. She said. "I've been really I 
lucky in that I've always had such I 
a super bunch of people to work I 

with. My success is more due-to j 
them as to myself," she added. I 

One

ilI jj

p

whoperson Bradley
a great deal of her 

success to was Gail Reynolds, 
former women's swim coach and 

the physiologist for the team 
Bradley said that Reynolds had 
shown her that there was 
sports than the

;Sattributed

Jnow

mM
more to 

mere physical 
aspects. She indicated that one of 
the most important facets of the 
sporting world 
involved.

.

fl

the peoplewas

She said that she had 

C primarily for the
i swimming program but for the 5 
§ academic program that it offered. 1 
* As a member of the Dorval 2 

B swim ,eam. Bradley had demon- J 
strafed a growing interest in the! 
sport and wished to continue once ^ 
she arrived at UNB. She contacted 
Reynolds who enouraged her to 
join the team.

Another

come to
UNB no* B

I • i* -

f V \

■
Cathy Maxwell fleftj received the M V P award for women's 

basketball from coach Joyce Slipp [right]. Maxwell was an 
important factor in the Bloomers league leading quest for the 
national crown.

Terry Cripotos was chosen as M V P for the football team The Red 
Bomber Quarterback broke many records in his career at UNB

reason that Bradley
I

.
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